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Carmen;
even though you don’t reckon it’s true,
I’d be in much darker places without you
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You can’t get to the moon by climbing
successively taller trees.
Mo’s Law of Evolutionary Development
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Abstract
Although Deep Learning (DL) is increasingly being adopted in many sectors,
farming is still an almost unscathed niche. This is mainly because of the
humongous distance in knowledge between the experts of DL and those
of farming itself. It’s, first of all, a communication issue, and only in the
second place a matter of reluctance to changes. Tackle those issues and you
will find that also this sector can greatly benefit from the application of
these new technologies. This thesis is a collection of applications of DL to
different topics in farming. This has been made possible by the key role of
figures who are placed right in the middle and act as intermediaries between
the experts to identify targets and measures of success. In our case, this
role is covered by Farm4Trade, a startup which is also the main funder of
this PhD. The first covered topic is the automatic detection and tracking of
pigs in a pen. The goal here is to detect and classify individual behaviours
and how they change through time. A collection of state-of-the-art DL
techniques has been chained together while each individual piece has been
analysed on its own to ensure good final performance. Then, we jump at
the end of the production chain to study how to apply DL to slaughtered
pigs’ carcasses images to detect and segment lungs lesions. These are
reliable indicators of a bacterial pathology affecting the animal prior to
its death. The second big topic is the automatic cattle re-identification
from images and videos. We show how DL methods designed for humans
can be adapted to work in a completely different setting. As a feedback
loop, methods developed for cattle have been reapplied on people and
vehicles with successful results. Results achieved during this PhD show how
the whole sector of farming can benefit from the application of artificial
intelligence algorithms.

Abstract (Italian)
Nonostante la massiccia diffusione in ormai ogni ambito di tecniche di
Deep Learning, il settore dell’allevamento animale rimane una nicchia quasi
inesplorata. La distanza siderale tra gli "esperti" di Deep Learning e quelli
di questo settore rende quasi impossibile l’applicazione reale di algoritmi
e tecnologie. Si tratta innanzitutto di un vero e proprio problema di
comunicazione (più volte sperimentato in questa tesi) e solo in seconda
istanza di resistenza al cambiamento. Superati questi ostacoli, appare chiaro
come anche questo settore possa trarre enorme beneficio dall’applicazione
di queste nuove tecnologie. Il presente lavoro è un tentativo di permeare
il settore dell’allevamento animale (e dell’intera catena di produzione) da
diverse angolazioni. Questo è stato possibile grazie alla fondamentale
presenza di figure che si pongono tra i due ambiti (intelligenza artificiale
e allevamento animale) e permettono una comunicazione efficace al fine
di individuare obbiettivi e misure del successo. Nel caso di questa tesi, la
start-up Farm4Trade ha rivestito questo arduo compito. La prima parte si
concentra su detection e tracking di maiali da allevamento, con lo scopo di
studiare i comportamenti individuali all’evolvere del tempo. Nella sezione
successiva l’indagine si sposta alla fine della catena produttiva dove tecniche
di segmentazione vengono applicate a carcasse di maiali da macellazione
con l’intento di individuare lesioni sulla pleura polmonare. Queste sono
infatti un indicatore di patologie batteriche contratte durante l’ultimo
periodo di vita dell’animale. Il secondo argomento trattato riguarda invece
il riconoscimento automatico dei bovini da immagini e video. Le tecniche
sviluppate sono poi state applicate con successo ad altri domini (persone e
veicoli), dimostrando come le conoscenze specifiche di un settore (seppur
di nicchia) possano facilmente essere rese "globali". Concludendo, alla
luce dei risultati ottenuti in questa tesi, emerge quanto l’intero settore
dell’allevamento possa trarre largo beneficio dall’applicazione di algoritmi
di intelligenza artificiale.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Deep Learning (DL) and Machine Learning (ML) are becoming ubiquitous
in today’s world and it’s expected that they will pervade every aspect of
our society in the upcoming years. Something that was until some years
ago only academic research is now making its way into industry and society.
Information and communication technologies have been the first sector to
fully embrace them. There has been almost no resistance from the different
stakeholders, as many of the applications they have made possible were
almost non-existing prior to the rise of Deep Learning and Machine Learning. Face detection powered by machine learning is a clear example of such
applications. Today, top smartphones can detect faces, people and other
entities thanks to ML and DL techniques. Tomorrow, even the cheapest
device will have enough computational power to run these and many more
algorithms. Introducing this technology has not created any frictions as it
was not available prior to ML.
Differently, other sectors have seen major social changes following the introduction of ML in the production chain. In the automation industry,
for example, robots are becoming smarter and capable of performing jobs
that we had assumed would have required a human operator only a couple
of years ago. This opens the door to changes that have a much more
transformative impact on the society itself. It has already been foreseen
that many jobs will disappear in the upcoming years because they simply
won’t be required anymore (at least not when performed by humans). BalDeep Learning Techniques Applied to Farming
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ancing this tipping scale will be one of the biggest challenges for the current
and future generations. Investing too much and too abruptly may lead to
unemployment, dissatisfaction and even social unrest. Investing too little
may preclude mankind incredible opportunities to progress.
Among all the different sectors, agriculture and farming have been left
almost unscathed by this revolution as of today. This is not unexpected though, for several different reasons. First, these sectors are very far
from immediate applications of DL. Second, there is even less connection
between the researchers working on DL and the ones working on the field.
This means that investors in ML often don’t know or see the available
opportunities. Last, there is undoubtedly a reluctance to embrace these
new technologies, because workers from this sector have significantly less
opportunity to reskill, and therefore face potential unemployment. In these
3 years of PhD, we’ve seen some examples of this reluctance, especially when
working with technologies related to the food chain. Interestingly, it has
surfaced more from higher-skilled professional (vets, food safety operators)
than from those we often wrongly refer to as "low skilled" workers.
In this thesis, we analyse a few applications of ML and DL to farming and
other related sectors. This was the primary interest of Farm4Trade, the
start-up which funded the PhD. Although more work has been carried out
outside this main thread, we have decided not to include it here, to keep
the focus on a single area and present it organically (hopefully).
We start in Section 3.1 by investigating how recent improvements in detection and tracking can help to automatically study individual behaviours in
pigs. This work has been carried in collaboration with the University of
Edinburgh (UK) and it’s of great interest to address the increasing request
for animal welfare. Furthermore, performing detection, tracking and identification on livestock (and animals in general) has some key advantages
when compared to humans, which will be discussed later.
In section 3.2 we jump to the end of the food chain to study how automatic
segmentation can be applied to spot disease-borne lesions on pigs’ carcasses.
Food control and safety is a sector which could massively improve from using
automatic systems, but which has almost been completely neglected for the
reasons mentioned above. This work is a first proof that human performance
can be obtained when enough data is available. An implementation of the
2
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developed algorithm is currently being studied for future usage in a pig
slaughterhouse.
Pigs are not the only livestock of interest of this work though. In Section 3.3
we study whether image-based re-identification (widely applied to human
faces) can be applied to cattle. This idea was brought up as a challenge
from the company and has grown to become a real project (and a future
product). To the best of our knowledge, we were the first ones to present
a working system on individual cows re-id from RGB images only using
DL algorithms. This could enable a more precise identification (based on
something the animal is and not something the animal has such as an ear
tag) and has many applications in developing countries where the existing
technologies struggle to penetrate effectively.
Finally, the experience on cattle has proven even more fruitful, as some of
the approaches applied there have been successfully ported to completely
different domains (i.e. people and cars). This emphasises how an approach
from a different angle can sometimes lead to improvements in a well known
and studied field. In Section 3.4 we illustrate some of these results which
have been finalised in a recent publication at a top-tier conference.
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Chapter 2

Literature Survey
In the following sections we briefly report a survey of the related literature.
We start with a general overview of how DL has been applied to agriculture
and farming in recent years. Then, we present other research approaches
which are related to the topics tackled in this thesis. We acknowledge
that the list could be much longer, but we choose to limit ourselves to the
methods which are either most relevant for the community or more strictly
related to the proposed algorithms.

2.1

Deep Learning in Agriculture and Farming

One of the biggest areas of application of DL in agriculture has been the
so-called precision agriculture. This approach involves the constant observation, measurement and actuation of the variability in the crops. With the
increasing availability of remote sensing and connectivity, DL can become
an effective tool for this practice[53]. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
have been successfully employed to spot disease in leaves [131, 80], fruits[35]
and vegetables[82]. This can significantly speed up diagnosis times and
reduce the risks of marred crops.
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They can also be applied to satellite images to automatically analyse,
identify and map crops [160, 59, 110]. Organisations could use this technology to control deforestation and enforce crop rotation, which is essential
to preserve field yields through time. Again, some works have shown that
is feasible to spot weed infestations from satellite images [28, 31]. This can
have an immense value for farmers, as it gives a snapshot of the current
global situation, which can be used to tailor following interventions. Authors from[45] and [134] have shown how satellite images can also be used
to estimate future yield and water request in vineyards.
CNNs can also be employed after the harvest. Among the possible applications fruit and seed counting and classification [56, 75, 157] can significantly
speed up the time to market of these product.
Another area with a potential wide impact is the so-called precision livestock farming, which applies the same principles to the various types of
livestock [53]. This includes monitoring of health indicators like comfort
and aggressive behaviours, together with production indices.
In [39] a machine learning algorithm is employed to predict skin, core, and
hair-coat temperatures of piglets. In [63] a cascade of CNNs predicts the
pose of cows given monocular RGB images. Another area of great interest is
the body condition score evaluation and forecasting. This directly correlates
with the final yield of the animal and it’s still performed manually today.
In [51, 152] automatic systems are proposed to directly estimate this value
from RGB images.

2.2

Pig Detection and Tracking

Pork is one of the most consumed meats in the world. Therefore, improving
the animals’ welfare is crucial to ensure the quality of the final product. We
present here an overview of how DL has been applied to live pigs to study
and monitor their behaviours. We purposely decide not to categorise related
works by their specific processes (e.g. tracking) because often tasks are
approached in a sequential fashion by the same work (e.g. both detection
and tracking can be performed for individual pig behaviour analysis).
In [117] a TinyYOLO [104] architecture is employed to detect pigs from
infrared camera. Much focus is placed on execution speed, as the target
platform is an embedded device. Images are acquired from a single pen and
6
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the training set includes 2904 images, while the test comprises 1000 images.
The authors also approach the same task using traditional computer vision
algorithms in [111]. They propose a method to detect pigs under various
illumination conditions by combining information from depth and infrared
images, using spatio-temporal interpolation.
Authors from [101] take another approach and cast detection as a segmentation task. The targets are not bounding boxes anymore but instead 4
semantic parts of the animal (ears, shoulder and tail) which are detected
using a Fully Convolutional Network. The Hungarian algorithm is then
employed to link those parts for each individual pig. A dataset with 2000
images from multiple pens is publicly available online. The authors extend
their work in [128], where they focus on tracking by leveraging the fixed
cardinality of the targets. Their tracker achieves real-time performance and
is based on features extracted from a CNN. Also the dataset of this work is
publicly available.
Similarly, in [18] the bounding boxes are replaced with ellipses, which
are detected through a segmentation network. The intuition is that pigs
are much closer to an ellipse in terms of shape when images are acquired
from above. The dataset includes 1000 images recorded over a period of
20 days. 13 pigs from a single pen were recorded. An encoder-decoder
architecture is trained with multiple losses to segment individual instances,
using the notion of outer and inner edge of the animal. In [156] a Single
Shot Detector [70] architecture is used to perform detection. A tag-box
is then extracted from each detected animal to perform tracking using
a variation of the MOSSE [15] tracking algorithm. The dataset includes
multiple pens and has been acquired over a period of 3 days. In total,
18000 images have been collected and annotated for the training set and
4200 for the test set. Authors from [92] leverage the depth signal from a
Microsoft Kinect to fit 3D ellipses in an unsupervised fashion. The pen
boundaries need to be annotated only once to define the working area of
the following algorithms. Information from normal surfaces is employed
to detect the boundaries between the pigs when these are very close. The
dataset includes 2.1M frames from 5 consecutive days of a pen with 15
pigs. In [24] detection, tracking and behaviour analysis of individual pigs
is performed. First, R-CNN [37] is used to detect bounding boxes, that
are then input into two real-time tracker algorithms. Transfer learning is
required to accommodate the covariate shift from traditional deep learning
dataset. Then, idle and moving behaviours are detected from tracklets.
Deep Learning Techniques Applied to Farming
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The dataset includes 1646 annotated images, which are split with 0.5 ratio
between training and test set. Authors from [60] focus their attention on
the mounting behaviour only, which is identified as a cause of epidermal
wounds and fractures. They collect a dataset from a week of acquisitions
of a single pen with 4 young male pigs. 1500 frames are annotated with
segmentation masks and a mounting/no-mounting behaviour flag. Then,
a Mask R-CNN [43] is employed to detect and segment individual pigs.
Finally, a multi-dimensional eigenvector is computed from the detected
bounding-box and segmentation and classified into the two possible behaviours. Differently, in [155, 61] the behaviour analysis is rephrased as an
end-to-end video classification task. A dataset (PBVD-5) of 1000 short
clips is collected and annotated with one out of five different behaviours
(feeding, lying, walking, scratching and mounting), with 200 videos for
each behaviour. Data comes from 4 pens with up to 3 pigs in each. Then,
in [155] a two streams architecture employs both RGB and optical flow
information to classify snippets and individual frames, and the results are
fused using a consensus function. The authors compare the performance of
various architecture, including ResNet [44] and Inception [127] networks,
as backbones.

2.3

Animal Re-identification

Nowadays, little efforts have been made in the animal Re-identification
task, with the noticeable exception of apes, since they share common traits
with human beings. [25] achieved 98.7% on facial images coming from 100
red-bellied lemurs (Eulemur rubriventer) of the Ranomafana National Park,
Madagascar. The authors employed multi-local binary patterns histograms
(MLBPH) and Linear Discrimant Analysis (LDA) on cropped and aligned
faces. The authors show how human face recognition algorithms can be
adapted to primates, as their faces share the same underlying features.
Following their work, [26] expanded the re-identification task to multiple
apes species using DCNN. On one hand, the authors tried some traditional
baseline such as EigenFaces and LBPH, on the other hand, they exploited
two state-of-the art human faces identification networks, namely FaceNet
and SphereFace. Using the latter, the authors showed how a CNN trained
for solving a human re-identification task may also be adapted to the
8
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primates one, leveraging a fine-tuning strategy. However, they achieved
slightly superior performance by means of a smaller CNN (in terms of
number of layers and parameters), which is trained from scratch on apes’
faces from three different species. In both above mentioned approaches,
the underlying assumption lies on the presence of some similarity between
the human and the ape faces. This evidence has been corroborated by two
surprising results: firstly, the network trained on human faces performed
enough well also on apes (showing comparable results with a network
trained from scratch on apes [26]) and secondly, it is able to extract and
work with facial landmarks.
Other endangered species have also attracted interest in recent years, from
zebras [58] to tigers [47].[96] proposed a deep learning technique aiming
to automatically identify different wildlife species, as well as counting
the occurrences of each species in the image. Differently from us, such
methods work on images depicting the entire animal’s body, exploiting the
characteristic stripe patterns of such animals.
Finally, pets represent an opportunity to build a larger dataset, as they
outnumber the above mentioned animals of a large margin, but collecting
this data requires huge resources and efforts. As an example, using pictures
of two dogs breeds gathered from Flickr, [93] achieved remarkable performances. As dog faces differ from humans ones, the authors developed two
Deep CNN trained from scratch on dogs images only, after a pre-processing
phase consisting of a tight crop to suppress most of the background.

2.3.1

Cattle Re-identification

Due to their economic value, the literature regarding cattle-identification
methods is slowly increasing in recent years. However, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt in doing it using the animal face with
Deep Learning techniques.
[5] employed images from Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to identify cattle
of a single breed using individual stripes and patches. Firstly, the authors
gathered a dataset of 89 different cows depicted in 980 RGB images, being
captured by a camera placed over the walkway between holding pens and
milking stations of a farm. Secondly, the authors presented a CNN trained
from images, as well as a complete pipeline involving a Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) layer to exploit temporal information. They achieved
86.07% identification accuracy on a random train-test split and 99.3%
Deep Learning Techniques Applied to Farming
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detection and localisation accuracy.
Similarly, [164] developed a system based on histograms and movements to
record images of the backs of 45 cows from a camera placed on the Rotary
Milking Parlour, for a period of 22 days. The authors trained a DCNN
to perform individual identification, achieving an outstanding 98.97% of
accuracy. The collection system was able to correctly detect the back of the
cow and crop it from the image. Using this approach, the system was able
to record a huge amount of data with a great variation of light condition.

2.4

Human Re-identification

Human Re-identification has a long history of both research and practical
uses. Among early methods, EigenFaces [136] has proved to perform well on
cropped and aligned faces, such as the Olivetti dataset, where it achieves a reidentification accuracy of 95%. FisherFaces [11] employed a classifier based
on the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), exploiting features coming from
a preprocessing phase involving a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
stage. In this way, it merges information from multiple views of the same
subject in the final classifier. However, both these methods are unable to
deal with unaligned faces and suffer from illumination changes.
Since they are widely known for extracting more invariant features, Local
Binary Pattern Histograms (LBPH) [97], Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) and Scale Invariant Features Transform (SIFT) [79] descriptors have
been widely used. As some of the more extend variations usually occur in
illumination changes and scale, these descriptors have been designed to be
robust for these applications. However, the human face has more than 15
muscles producing some of the most complex expression in nature, which
can alter dramatically the final appearance of a person face. In recent
years, DCNN trained on huge datasets, such as [77],[42] and [50] have
provided features learned directly from examples with a growing interest
from the computer vision and machine learning communities. Among
them, [114] and [71] show state-of-the-art performances, as they can handle
different facial expressions as well as face aging. Even with some differences,
both architectures produce a low-dimensional feature vector, namely an
embedding of the input face, efficient to be compared with others using
Nearest Neighbours classifiers.
10
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2.4.1

Image-To-Video Re-Identification

The I2V(Image to Video) Re-ID task has been successfully applied to multiple domains. In person Re-ID, [144] frames it as a point-to-set task, where
image and video domains are aligned using a single deep network. The
authors of [154] exploit time information by aggregating frame features via a
Long-Short Term Memory. Eventually, a dedicated sub-network aggregates
video features and matches them against single image query ones. Authors
of MGAT [10] employ a Graph Neural Network to model relationships
between samples from different identities, thus enforcing similarity in the
feature space. Dealing with vehicle Re-ID, authors from [74] introduce a
large-scale dataset (VeRi-776) and propose PROVID and PROVID-BOT,
which combine appearance and number plate information in a progressive fashion. Differently, RAM [72] exploits multiple branches to extract
global and local features, imposing a separate supervision on each branch
and devising an additional one to predict vehicle attributes. VAMI [163]
employs a viewpoint aware attention model to select core regions for different viewpoints. At inference time, they obtain a multiview descriptor
through a conditional generative network, inferring information regarding
the unobserved viewpoints. Differently, our approach asks the student
network to do it implicitly and in a lightweight fashion, thus avoiding the
need for additional modules. Similarly to VAMI, [21] predicts the vehicle
viewpoint along with appearance features; at inference, the framework
provides distances according to the predicted viewpoint.

2.4.2

Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge distillation has been first investigated in [108, 48, 153] for model
compression: the idea is to instruct a lightweight model (student) to mimic
the capabilities of a deeper one (teacher): as a benefit, one could achieve
both an acceleration in inference time as well as a reduction in memory
consumption, without experiencing a large drop in performance. In this
work, we benefit from the techniques proposed in [48, 135] for a different
purpose: we are not primarily engaged in educating a lightweight module,
but on improving the original model itself. In this framework – often
called self-distillation [36, 150] – the transfer occurs from the teacher to a
student with the same architecture, with the aim of improving the overall
performance at the end of the training. Here, we get a step ahead and
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introduce an asymmetry between the teacher and student, which has access
to fewer frames. In this respect, our work closely relates to what [13] devises
for Video Classification. Besides facing another task, a key difference is:
while [13] limits the transfer along the temporal axis, our proposal advocates
for distilling many views into fewer ones. On this latter point, we shall show
that the teaching signal can be further enhanced when opening to diverse
camera viewpoints. In the Re-Identification field, Temporal Knowledge
Propagation (TKP) [41] similarly exploits intra-tracklet information to
encourage the image-level representations to approach the video-level ones.
In contrast with TKP: i) we do not rely on matching internal representations
but instead their distances solely, thus making our proposal viable for crossarchitecture transfer too; ii) at inference time, we make use of a single
shared network to deal with both image and video domains, thus halving
the number of parameters; iii) during transfer, we benefit from a larger
visual variety, emerging from several viewpoints.

12
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Chapter 3

Deep Learning and Farming
In this chapter, we present the core of the research. We would like to spend
a few lines here to talk about two features shared by the vast majority of
the work carried out. The first one is the almost complete absence of prior
available data. This is not surprising given the traditional lack of interest
from researchers towards this area. To address it, we carried out multiple
campaigns of data collection and selection. While this always entails a
delay to reach the desired target (often by several months), the ownership
of such datasets is crucial, especially from a business point of view. When
dealing with data-hungry algorithms (as those in DL) data is the real value,
often way more than the algorithms themselves. As this PhD is funded by
a private company, collecting this data has a potential return of investment.
From this optic, data should be kept private and not released to the public.
On the other hand, from a research point of view, we would like data to
be as open as possible to foster further research on the topic. Meeting
these two conditions together is sometimes challenging, but often a good
compromise can be found.
We collected a total of three datasets during this PhD. The first one is a
collection of cattle images and videos with associated identities. It was
collected in multiple locations in Italy and abroad by different operators.
This dataset is available to researchers upon request. The second one is a
collection of images of pigs’ carcasses annotated with pixel-wise segmentation for 7 different classes. We released a subset of it publicly, while the
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rest of the dataset is available upon request. The third one is a collection
of videos of a group of pigs roaming a pen of the University of Edinburgh.
A portion of the dataset has been annotated with detection, tracking and
behaviours. This dataset is fully open-sourced. As it can be seen, there is
no one size fits all solution, but more likely a set of tools which can be used
depending on the situation and the intrinsic value of the data. This last
point must be always taken into account to deliver the maximum research
impact while balancing the economic value at the same time. More details
about the three datasets are included in the next chapters.

The second common feature is the absence of privacy concerns in these
applications and how this differs from their human counterparts. In fact,
in this work, we discuss detection, tracking and even identification at the
individual level. The same applications would pose critical privacy concerns
when applied to humans and would require extensive paperwork before
being deployed. When working with livestock instead, these issues don’t
exist. This may not seem a substantial advantage at first, but it critically
reduces the time to the marker of any developed system, as well as the
regulations required around the acquired data. We strongly believe this
difference can be a key to quickly scale and deploy these systems to national
and international levels. As an example, the collection of our cattle dataset
didn’t require any specific permission concerning the privacy of the animals.

We are not suggesting that ML application to livestock are free from
any regulations. Indeed, other regulations must be strictly followed. In
particular, animal welfare is always a key requirement for all applications
and researches in this sector. Even the collection of an image dataset
usually has to be reviewed by a designated committee, as in the case of our
pig detection and tracking dataset.
The rest of the chapter includes the individual contribution of this thesis. In
section 3.1 the detection and tracking of pigs is presented. The analysis of
lesions on pigs’ carcasses follows in section 3.2. Then, the re-identification
of cows and people are presented in sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
14
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3.1
3.1.1

Extracting Accurate Long-Term Behaviour
Changes from A Large Pig Dataset
Author’s main contributions

The main author’s contributions for this research are:
• the design and installation the acquisition system, which was indispensable to collect the data required for the project;
• helping to develop the annotation tools and taking part into the data
annotation process;
• the writing of most of the publication text and the literature survey;
• the temporal behaviours analysis

3.1.2

Introduction

Pork is the second most consumed meat[132] across the world behind
poultry, and more than 700 million [118] pigs were raised in 2019 alone.
Modern intensive pig farming is highly mechanised, with automation of
the environmental temperature and airflow, supply of feed, water and the
removal of wastes. Driven by efficiencies of scale, farms have also grown
larger, and there has been a reduction in staff time per pig [126]. As an
example, in the EU more than half of the pork production comes from large
intensive farms [100].
Behaviour analysis could be used by farm staff, vets and scientists to
reveal the pigs’ state of health and welfare, but on most farms, a typical
weaner-grower-finishing pig may only be briefly inspected once or twice
a day as part of a large group. There is an increasing interest in using
automated methods to monitor pigs’ behaviour on farm settings [148, 94].
Aspects of behaviour such as gait, use of different areas and resources in
the pen, social clustering, activity can all be valuable information. Changes
in behaviour from the expected norm can be used as an early warning
sign for behaviour problems such as tail biting [29], social aggression [19],
diseases [32], or for production issues such as thermal comfort [23]. The
use of cameras and various other sensor technologies in animal agriculture –
to gather useful real-time data to guide management decisions – is often
referred to as ‘precision livestock farming’ [143].
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In this work, we present a behaviour analysis pipeline built on automatic
pig detection and tracking, capable of providing a report of the changes in a
set of 5 fundamental individual behaviours (lying, moving, eating, drinking
and standing) through time.
While the same topics are of great interest in the scientific community
when applied to humans ([124, 125, 139, 33, 6] among many others), less
research exists addressing the same tasks in the animal domain. This
may sound counter-intuitive at first, given that for some applications,
like identification and tracking, working with animals completely lifts any
privacy and security concerns. However, there is often a wide gap between
the expertise of people working on the techniques (computer vision and
machine learning scientists mainly) and those working directly with livestock
(veterinary and biology researchers).
Recently, thanks to the democratisation of computer vision and deep
learning, numerous works have been presented for livestock and wildlife
detection [123, 96, 117, 111, 101], tracking [138, 156, 92], identification [69,
67] and also behaviour analysis [133, 24, 60, 155, 61]. Although techniques
are now available, the increasing usage of deep convolutional neural networks
has seen the demand for high quality annotated data soaring.
To this end, a contribution of this work is also an unrestricted public
pigs dataset, providing both manual and automatic annotation for multiple
tasks, including detection, tracking, identification and behaviour analysis.
In summary, the main contributions of our work are:
• A behaviour analysis pipeline that focuses on individual pig behaviours
to infer statistics about 5 different individual behaviours and how
these change through time;
• Evidence that the behaviour statistics at the aggregated week level
are reliable and robust to error in the various steps of the pipeline;
• A public available dataset comprising 7200 fully annotated frames.

3.1.3

Dataset

The dataset was collected between 5 Nov and 11 Dec (2019, 6 weeks) in a
single pigpen (5.8m x 1.9m) with 8 growing pigs at SRUC (Scotland’s Rural
College)’s research pig unit (near Edinburgh, UK). The pigs were mixed
16
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Table 3.1: A comparison of datasets on pigs
Paper

# Frames

# Annotated frames

Annotation types

# Pens

# Acquisition time

# Pigs

Publicly
available

[117],[111]
[18]
[156]
[92]
[24]
[60]
[155, 61]
[101]
[128]

2,100,000
156,900
2,000
135,000

3,904
1,000
22,200
1,646
1,500
1000 (videos)
2,000
135,000

boxes
ellipses
boxes, IDs
pen boundaries, feeder, waterer
boxes, IDs
pigs’ contours
5 behaviours
4 body parts locations
3 body parts locations, IDs

1
2
1
1
1
1
3
17
9

1 day
4 months
3 days
5 days
7 days
80 days
multiple weeks
multiple weeks

9
9
15
20
4
9
variable
7-16

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
4
4

Ours

3,429,000

7,200

boxes, IDs, 5 behaviors

1

23 days over 6 weeks

8

4

intact males and females weighing around 30kg at the start of the study.
They were given a 3-space feeder with ad libitum commercial pig feed, two
nipple water drinkers and a plastic enrichment device (Porcichew, East
Riding Farm Services Ltd, Yorkshire, UK) suspended at pig height from
a chain. Pigs were also given straw and shredded paper on a part-slatted
floor. Colour image and depth data was collected using an Intel RealSense
D435i camera positioned at 2.5 meters from the ground. Both RGB and
depth information were acquired at 6fps with a resolution of 1280 × 720,
and the acquisition was limited to daytime (from 7AM to 7PM), due to
the absence of artificial light during nighttime.

Figure 3.1: An example of RGB and depth data for the same frame. The
depth data presents several artefacts. One of the pigs in front of the feeder
has a wide spot with value zero, while one in the rear has both zero and
out of distribution (white patch) areas.
The acquired frames were appended into video sequences of fixed size
(1800 frames each corresponding to 5 minutes) for both compression efficiency and logical organisation of the data. Fig. 3.1 shows an example of
RGB and depth information for the same frame. It is worth noting how the
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depth signal proved to be almost completely unreliable due to the presence
of heavy non-white noise. Using it as an additional signal in our algorithms
not only did not increase performance, but it even hinders it in several
trials.
We acquired a total of 3,429,000 frames. Together with the raw data,
we also provide manual annotations for different tasks for a subset (12
sequence corresponding to 7200 frames spread over the 6 weeks) of the
dataset. These annotations were manually generated by 4 different people
using a custom version of VaticJS [14] available at https://stefanopini.
github.io/vatic.js. In each frame, the annotator:
• Draw a rectangular bounding box around each visible pig;
• Associate each bounding box with one of the 8 pigs using a numeric
identifier;
• Select a behaviour among a list of 5 options (lie, move, eat, drink and
stand).
The 12 sequences were annotated and split between training and validation to cover the entire time window of the acquisition process. This
guarantees that the quality of the supervised algorithms employed in the
rest of this work is representative of the full dataset.
Table 3.1 reports statistics for our dataset and compares it with others
already published by the scientific community (both publicly and not).
Although a bigger dataset [128] is publicly available, it only includes 3
key-points and IDs annotations. Contrarily, ours provides annotations for
detection, tracking and behaviour analysis.

3.1.4

Behaviour Analysis Pipeline

Although the main focus of this work is understanding individual pig
behaviours, several steps are required to fill the gap between raw data
and behaviours. First, pigs need to be individually detected in each frame.
This information alone is already enough to identify behaviours that do
not require temporal knowledge, such as eating or drinking. In fact, these
activities are constrained to very specific locations in the pen where the
troughs are. However, as other behaviours require multiple detections of the
same pig in consecutive frames (e.g. moving or standing), we use tracking
to associate the bounding boxes from consecutive frames into tracklets. A
18
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summary of the employed techniques for detection and tracking is given
before focusing on behaviour analysis. For both tasks we report supervised
metrics on the annotated evaluation set.
Table 3.2: Metrics from the detector on the validation set. We report
results for individual sequences as well as those from the whole validation
set
Val Sequence

AP(%)

TP(%)

FP(%)

Missed(%)

A
B
C
D
E

84.63%
97.28%
100.00%
95.75%
98.38%

89.18%
99.59%
100.00%
96.97%
99.45%

10.82%
0.41%
0.00%
3.03%
0.55%

1.16%
2.24%
0.00%
0.85%
1.03%

Whole set

95.21%

97.04%

2.96%

1.06%

Detection
Pig detection is treated as a supervised computer vision task, powered by
the ground truth annotations. A state-of-the-art deep convolutional neural
network is used for multiple object detection, namely YOLO v3 [105]. We
pre-train it on the ImageNet dataset [27] and fine tune it for pig detection by
replacing the classification grid layer to predict only 2 classes (background
and pig). Because the original dataset contains chiefly portrait pictures, we
replaced the network anchors with a new set computed on our training set
bounding boxes. Furthermore, since the camera depicts also parts of other
pigs’ pens, we apply a mask on the video frames with the shape of the pen
area containing the 8 pigs that we want to track. We set a threshold on the
network’s confidence scores and we also apply non-maximum suppression
using a threshold on the IoU between predicted boxes. We experimented
with those two hyper-parameters but found that the default values (0.9 and
0.4 respectively) in practice worked well for the task. However, we include
the a-priori knowledge of having a limited known number of entities we
want to detect. As such, we always take up to 8 bounding boxes.
Table 3.2 shows results in terms of Average Precision (AP), percentage
of true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and missed detections on the
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Figure 3.2: Examples of detection failures. A bounding box contains more
than a single pig when the pigs are too close (e.g. red bounding box in
bottom-right figure). Moreover, even when two separate bounding boxes
are successfully generated for close pigs, they sometimes include portions
of the other animal (e.g cyan bounding box in top-right figure)

validation set. We report statistics for the individual sequences and the
average on the full validation set.
The reported detection metrics are satisfactory. Fig. 3.2 shows some
detection failure cases from the validation set. Failures are mainly due to two
reasons. First, differently from humans, pigs stay extremely close together
most of the time, either while sleeping (usually on top of each other), fighting
or just standing. In these conditions, it becomes extremely likely to have
more than one pig per cell in the classification layer. Second, bounding box
annotations become less reliable when pigs cannot be contained individually
by a rectangle.
These two factors pose a great challenge to algorithms designed for
detecting humans. While other works use better fitting annotations that
partially solve these issues (like ellipses in [18]), these require custom
algorithms to be handled and are more expensive to annotate compared to
bounding boxes.
20
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Figure 3.3: Changes of the mean predicted bounding box area on the full
dataset through the acquisition days.

Although detection of single instances may be noisy, the amount of
available data greatly reduces the noise influence. For example, we report in Fig. 3.3 the detected bounding box area on the full unlabeled
dataset averaged by day and pig. It can be observed how the area increases monotonically (by around 45% throughout the entire acquisition
window) which is expected when ad libitum food is available and only
reduced activity can be performed due to space constraints. The 45%
correlates well with the predicted increase in observed area of 67% based
on (Waf ter = 65kgs/Wbef ore = 30kgs)2/3 , assuming that weight is proportional to volume.
Tracking
For tracking the pigs, we employ a simple yet effective tracking-by-detection
algorithm [99] that groups in tracklets consecutive detections of the same
pig. In practice, for each new detection a new tracker is created and
initialized. In the following frames, updated trackers and single-frame
detections are matched together comparing the Intersection over Union and
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Table 3.3: Metrics from the tracker on the validation set. We report results
for individual sequences as well as those from the whole validation set
Val Sequence

MOTA (%)

IDF1 (%)

# Switches

# Fragmentations

# Tracklets

Avg. tracklet length

A
B
C
D
E

76.78%
97.35%
100%
92.97%
97.92%

55.10%
88.39%
100.00%
88.46%
78.29%

23
12
0
9
12

187
13
0
43
18

24
17
8
24
13

597
834
1800
597
1104

Whole set

93.00%

82.05%

11.2

52.2

17.2

986.4

their appearance and finding the best assignments with the Kuhn-Munkres
algorithm [57]. If a detection is not matched to any tracker, a new one is
initialized while, if a tracker is not matched to a detection for 8 frames, the
tracker is removed. As tracker, we employ the MOSSE [15] algorithm.
We evaluate the quality of the tracking algorithm using the following
metrics:
• Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) [12, 90] combining three
sources of errors as:
P
(FNt + FPt + IDSWt )
P
MOTA = 1 − t
(3.1)
t GTt
where FN is a tracker hypothesis which is wrongly not generated,
FP is a tracker hypothesis generated where there is none in the
ground truth, IDSW is a mismatch between the current and previous
association and GT is the number of ground truth objects;
• Identification F1 (IDF1 ) score [106] representing the ratio of correctly
identified detections over the average number of ground truth and
computed detections:
IDF1 =

2IDTP
2IDTP + IDFP + IDFN

(3.2)

which differs from the MOTA as it performs a 1-to-1 mapping between
IDs, without considering identity switches or fragmentation of the
predicted trajectories;
• Number of identity switches, occurring when the tracker jump from
one identity to another;
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• Number of fragmentations, accounting for tracklet switches between
missed and not missed states.
• Average tracklet length, which summarises the tracker effectiveness
in following the pigs through the sequence (a perfect result would be
8 tracks, each with 1800 frames).
Table 3.3 reports the results on the validation set. While there is some
variance between sequences, most of the pigs are tracked for long periods,
they are rarely swapped and few false positives occur. In particular, the
average tracklet length is more than half a sequence (i.e. more than 2.5
minutes) and the per-sequence number of switches between two pigs is only
11 (i.e. on average, each pig track switches about 1.5 times).
Behaviour Analysis
Behaviour analysis uses the detections and tracklets to predict a behaviour
class for each pig in every frame. While it is possible to directly predict
the behaviour along with the pig detection, a single-frame approach would
struggle to correctly identify behaviours that depend on multiple frames,
such as moving or standing. Here, a combination of deep learning based
and traditional techniques is used to better fits the different natures of the
behaviours of interest.
The first step computes the average movement of the pig, as the movement of bounding box centroid locations in a given time-frame. The average
depth inside the bounding box is used to predict the average pig movement
in centimeters and compared to a fixed threshold in the same unit. In this
way a single threshold can be applied to pigs in any part of the pen. We
use a threshold of 2.5 cm over the centre of mass movement in a 2 seconds
window and show that it is enough to sufficiently discriminate between
unmoving and moving behaviours.
When the initial decision yields unmoving, we identify whether a pig is
feeding or drinking by its distance and orientation from the feeder or the
drinkers. Because we have collected our data from a single pen, the positions
of those items is known. However, because the annotated bounding boxes
don’t hold any orientation information, identifying the pig orientation is
not trivial. In practice, we compute the gray-scale image moments [91]
on each bounding box and extract the pig center of mass and angle from
a combination of the first and second order central moments, under the
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hypothesis of having ellipse-shaped entities, which is a good assumption
for pigs [18]. It is worth noting how this approach cannot disambiguate
between 2 angles spanned by π like a pig facing or giving its back to the
feeder. In practice, we notice the latter happens very rarely, as other pigs
are likely to step in to feed frequently.
The remaining behaviours consist of lying and standing. These actions
do not depend on specific locations in the pen, and the appearance of
the pig must be taken into consideration for choosing between them. Our
first approach made use of the depth information but proved unreliable.
Therefore, a deep-learning method based on ResNet18 [44] is used to classify
the bounding box into one of the classes of interest. The network is trained
on the training split and validated on the validation split. We compensate
for class imbalance by inverse weighting during training (i.e. samples
from the most common classes are weighted less than samples from the
uncommon classes).
We report results in terms of accuracy on the validation set for the five
behaviours in Fig. 3.4 (left). It is likely that more sophisticated, generic,
and accurate behaviour classification methods exist, but we reiterate one
claim of the work: the collective behaviour statistics are accurate, even
though individual frame-level labels may not always be as accurate (about
73% accurate on average over the unbalanced validation set, of which about
75% of the frames were either standing or lying). To support this claim,
we report in Fig. 3.4 (right) two distribution histograms (for the groundtruth and the predicted behaviours, again on the validation set). It can be
observed that these two distributions are very similar, with a KL divergence
value of 0.014. As another
P measure of quality,
P we compute the average
global prediction error i | GTi − P redi | / i GTi = 0.14, which shows
that the individual errors tend to cancel out to give more accurate collective
statistics.

3.1.5

Discussion

We report in this section our observations on the full unlabeled dataset,
after applying our pipeline for behaviour understanding. We aggregate
the results for the predicted behaviours by days (Fig. 3.5) and by daytime
hours (Fig. 3.6). The statistics are computed over approximately 27 million
pig detections, which means approximately 1 million detections per day
in Fig. 3.5 and 2 million detections per time of day in Fig. 3.6. From the
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former we draw the following conclusions:
• Eating and drinking behaviours do not vary drastically during the
observation period. This matches the ad libitum availability of food
and water that the animals were provided with. These two actions are
performed for a total of around 10% of the whole time. For drinking,
the indoor ventilated setting reduces the need of water;
• Moving, standing and lying follow a mirrored pattern. While the
first two decrease through time, the latter drastically increases. This
matches the expected behavioural pattern of growing pigs in a new
environment. The first days are characterised by high levels of activity.
This is due to various factors, including the pigs’ youth, being in a
new environment, the presence of other pigs and not being used to
daily inspections among others. After these first days, they rapidly
adapt to the new situation while at the same time they begin to grow
more quickly (see Fig. 3.3). This eventually results in pigs spending
most of the time lying and/or sleeping.
On the other hand, the analysis over the daytime highlights how pigs
in these conditions (indoor, artificial light only) are mainly diurnal, where
activities (moving, eating and drinking) are performed intensively during
the morning and early afternoon and the animals are less active during the
late afternoon.
We also visualise the heatmaps for 3 of the 5 behaviours in Fig. 3.7.
These are computed by plotting the centroid of the detected bounding
boxes for a single behaviour over the 6 weeks period. It is worth noting:
• Lying rarely occurs in front of the feeder. This is because pigs keep
alternating to eat, making the area crowded. The areas where lying
occurs more often are in fact those along the edges, but not at the
very far right end where much toilet behaviour occurs due to the
slated floor.
• Standing is more spread around, with a preference for the left part
of the pen;
• Moving is focused in two areas mainly. The first one is the right
section of the pen. This is where pigs usually run when operators
move along the aisle near the left edge of the pen and it’s also the
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area deemed as toilet. The second area is in front of the feeder, as
pigs move here to access and leave the feeder itself.
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Figure 3.4: Confusion matrix for the 5 behaviours on the validation set
(left). Distributions of the GT and predicted behaviours on the validation
set (right)
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Figure 3.5: Temporal graphs of the behaviour changes aggregated by day
on the full dataset. The red solid line shows an interpolation of the data
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Figure 3.6: Temporal graphs of the behaviour changes aggregated by hour
on the full dataset. The red solid line shows an interpolation of the data
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Figure 3.7: Heat-maps for 3 out of the 5 behaviours, computed from the
bounding boxes detected on the full dataset. We omit eating and drinking
as those behaviours are directly identified using the bounding box location.
Best viewed in colour.
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3.2

3.2.1

Segmentation Guided Scoring of
Pathological Lesions in Swine
Through CNNs
Author’s main contributions

The main author’s contributions for this research are:
• the implementation of the data pipeline to convert data and annotation in training samples;
• the implementation of the deep learning algorithm to score pathological lesions;
• the analysis of the results and the metrics employed.

3.2.2

Introduction

The slaughterhouse can be defined as “an establishment used for slaughtering
and dressing animals, the meat of which is intended for human consumption”
(Reg. CE 853/2004 of the European Parliament). Therefore, the postmortem
inspection of slaughtered animals is mainly meant to target public health
risks [115]. In addition, the abattoir is also widely recognised as a key
checkpoint for monitoring the health status of livestock, representing a
useful source of data for epidemiological investigations [122].
Motivations
The systematic analysis of lesions at the abattoir is a helpful feedback
to the farm to assess the health status of livestock and to improve herd
management: biosecurity measures, welfare, vaccination strategies, the
rational administration of antimicrobial drugs. The latter is crucial to limit
antibiotic-resistance [86, 141] which has been indicated as a paramount
threat to human health in the upcoming future [7]. Moreover, the slaughterhouse can be useful to evaluate the economic impact of diseases, which
negatively affect the profitability of farming [9, 40]. This is especially true
for pigs, as their "short" productive cycle prevents the full healing of lesions,
which are still visible at market weight [122].
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Figure 3.8: Top left: different segmentation layers; some of them were
collapsed for clarity. Top right: correspondence between colours and
structure names. Bottom: visual examples of the four classes for pleurisy
scoring.

Currently, the registration of lesions at the abattoir is performed voluntarily, at the request of the stakeholders, and it is very challenging in
terms of time and economic resources. As a consequence, large amounts of
informative and relevant data are frequently lost [83].

Pleurisy Scoring Systems
Pleurisy is frequently observed at necropsy or during the post-mortem
inspection at the abattoir, its prevalence often being close to 50% [89].
Over the years, a number of methods have been developed to score pleurisy
[122]. Among these, the Slaughterhouse Pleurisy Evaluation System (SPES
[115]) is widely considered as the most informative method under field
conditions. Recently, an alternative method (Pleurisy Evaluation on the
Parietal Pleura, PEPP [84, 85]) has been developed. The PEPP method
provides well matching results when compared with SPES and, differently
from SPES, it can be efficiently performed on digital images.
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Automatic Swine Analysis
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work addressing pleural lesion
scoring in pigs in an automatic, data-driven fashion. Still, methods have
been proposed for tasks related to swine welfare, productivity and diseases
prevention. As an example, Yongwha et al. [22] proposes an automatic
system for the detection and the recognition of multiple pig wasting diseases
analysing audio data. Bin and Hongwei [119] employ computer vision
techniques for the assessment of thermal comfort for group-housed pigs.
Contributions
Our contribution is twofold. On the one hand, we introduce a large pixellevel segmentation dataset comprised of more than 4000 images of pig
carcasses. Our dataset is annotated by two sectorial experts after agreeing
upon the annotation procedure. We believe this data can enable the
development of new automatic methods for real-time and systematic analysis
of animal health, production and welfare parameters.
On the other hand, we introduce one such method, based on deep
learning techniques, which requires only a single RGB image of a pig chest
wall to score pleural lesions according to PEPP [84, 85]. This method could
be employed in the slaughter chain to provide a systematic, real time and
cost effective diagnosis. Moreover, it could produce a continuous stream of
data suitable for epidemiological investigations as well as to classify farms
according to risk categories.

3.2.3

Dataset

Our dataset is comprised of 4444 high-resolution images of pig carcasses
from four independent slaughterhouses. The images taken are from the
end of the slaughter chain after the removal of internal organs and washing
the carcass. No particular alignment is required in this or the following
phases, but images where the whole carcass was not visible were discarded to
simplify the annotation process later. Two experts annotate four anatomical
structures; namely carcass, spinal cord, diaphragm, chest wall 1 , as well as
two anomalous structures: artefacts and lesions (see Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9).
1 According to PEPP [84, 85], we consider the area between the first and the fifth
intercostal space as chest wall 1 and the rest of the chest wall as chest wall 2.
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Figure 3.9: Left: number of annotated pixels per category (in log scale).
Right: spatial localisation of the segmented classes, computed as the average
of the annotations on the training set. A symmetry is introduced by the
two halves of the carcass.

The experts follow a depth-wise fashion during the annotation process.
In particular, artefacts and lesions are annotated after the anatomical
structures, which are thus entirely annotated even when covered by another
structure. In the following, we focus on the pleural lesion scoring task only.
Pleurisy Scoring
We simplify the scoring methodology presented in PEPP into a four class
problem. Two domain experts classify each dataset image as: i) absence of
lesions; ii) lesions on the first chest wall; iii) lesions on the second chest wall;
iv) lesions on both chest wall areas. To allow an evenhanded evaluation we
provide an independent test set of 200 images. The four classes distribution
for the two sets is shown in Table 3.4. It is worth noting how the distribution
of the classes in the train set is skewed towards class i (healthy swine). This
reflects what is stated in [89]. Contrarily, we artificially ensure an even
distribution for the test set to allow for a focus on the different pathological
classes.

3.2.4

Method

Here we first discuss four classification baseline methods from state-of-theart literature for the task of pleural lesion scoring. We then introduce
our segmentation-based method, which leads to higher accuracy and interpretability by explicitly exploiting task-specific prior information.
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Figure 3.10: Overview of our model for pleural lesion scoring. An encoderdecoder network is trained for the proxy task of semantic segmentation; a
rule-based classifier is then used to discern the class from the segmentation.
We show how this architecture is more interpretable and outperforms
competitive end-to-end classification baselines.

End-to-end Classification network
Our first two baselines rely on ResNet-34 architecture [44]. A first network
(ResNet) is trained from scratch on our dataset. For the second one
(ResNetP T ) we initialise the convolutional layers with pretrained weights
from ImageNet [27]. In both networks we replace the last fully connected
layer to address a four classes problem.
Deep Features and Shallow Classifiers
Similarly to [66, 88], we train two shallow classifiers in the task of pleural
lesion scoring, starting from ResNet-34 activations. The first one (SVM ) is
a Support Vector Machine with Gaussian kernel and C regularisation set
to 1. The second one (RF ) relies on a Random Forest classifier with 50
Table 3.4: Number of images annotated for each class, in each dataset split.
Class i Class ii Class iii Class iv total
Train Set
Test Set

2347
50

381
50

498
50
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50

4244
200
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estimators and entropy split criterion.
Segmentation Guided Network for Pleural lesions
Our proposed method leverages experts’ pixel-level annotation as a proxy
for the pleural lesion scoring. Indeed, according to PEPP [84, 85], the
three different pathological classes of pleural lesions (i.e. ii, iii and iv) are
discerned by the lesion’s location over the chest wall. Consequently, a
faithful segmentation always leads to a reliable classification of the image.
With this premise, we propose to train a network for semantic segmentation and to leverage a rule-based classifier to translate the predicted
maps into a pleural lesion score, see Fig. 3.10. Besides the performance
gain, this framework has the desirable property of enabling an immediate
interpretation of the model prediction.
Network
Our network architecture derives from UNet [109]. To ensure consistency
with the baselines, we rely on pre-trained ResNet architecture as encoder;
the decoder path is based on four Transposed Convolutions blocks [78], each
one with the same number of channels of the corresponding ResNet layer in
the encoder path. Long skip-connections promote the flow of information
between the encoder and the decoder.
For training, we optimise a set of Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) losses.
In particular, given the l-th channel of the output map ỹl ∈ IRN ×W ×H and
the corresponding ground truth channel yl ∈ [0, 1]N ×W ×H :
BCE(yl ,ỹl )

N
1 X i
=−
y · log2 (ỹi ) + (1 − yi ) · log2 (1 − ỹi )
N i

(3.3)

Where N is the number of images and W, H are the width and the height
of each image respectively. By doing that, we effectively decouple each
segmentation label from the others to avoid their competition over a pixel,
reflecting the annotation methodology of our dataset. Before feeding the
result to the classifier, we perform a a connected component analysis on
the segmentation output to identify the different regions.
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Classifier
Then, the rule-based classifier CRB assigns images to the different classes
following these rules:
• Class i) no lesion component detected;
• Class ii) at least one lesion overlaps the first chest wall; no lesions on
the second chest wall;
• Class iii) at least one lesion overlaps the second chest wall; no lesions
on the first chest wall;
• Class iv) at lest one lesion on both chest walls.
Due to this small set of rules, it becomes trivial to understand why a certain
decision was taken: this in turn leads to a full interpretability of the result.

3.2.5

Experiments

In this section we report quantitative results for all presented methods.
Implementation Details Our model is trained for 40 epochs with batch
size 6. We resize the image to 400×300 px and perform extensive data
augmentation including random horizontal or vertical flip, translation and
rotation. We use Adam [55] optimiser with initial learning rate 0.001 and
halve it every 15 epochs.
Results
Classification results are reported in terms of accuracy and confusion matrix.
The accuracy is computed using the rules from the classifier presented above.
Fig. 3.11 (a) illustrates the test set accuracy scores for the applied methods.
Both RF and SVM perform poorly with respect to end-to-end methods.
This suggests that even though ImageNet features may provide a good
representation, fine-tuning the features extractor is still required to achieve
good results. In fact, end-to-end training gives to ResNetP T a significant
performance boost over shallower models. ResNet closely follows but loses
2% accuracy, suggesting that even though a domain shift between ImageNet
and our dataset is certainly present, features learned on the former still
provide a suitable initialisation.
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Eventually, we need to steer towards a segmentation guided approach to
get an additional significant performance improvement. Since pathological
classes are discerned by the position of lesions, segmentation is crucial
to preserve this spatial information in the output. Then, the rule based
classifier translates this localised information into a discrete label by applying rules that derive from experts’ knowledge. As shown in Fig. 3.12 (a),
classification accuracy increases steadily as IoU improves. This highlights
how segmentation is indeed an optimal proxy for pleural lesion scoring.
The confusion matrix for our method is shown in Fig. 3.11 (b). Notably,
anti-diagonal entries of the confusion matrix are all zero, highlighting the
absence of healthy examples associated with the most severe pathological
class and vice-versa. Furthermore, very few examples are misidentified even
between the two less represented classes (i.e. ii and iii).
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Figure 3.11: (Top) Class-wise accuracy score on the test set for each
method. (Bottom) Confusion matrix on the test set for our proposed
method (Sec. 3.2.4).
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Figure 3.12: (Top) Correlation between accuracy and IoU during training.
(Bottom) Input image, ground truth annotation and predicted outputs
for two samples. In the first one, a lesion overlapping both chest walls is
predicted, while the one in the ground truth is restricted to the second
chest wall only. Similarly, in the second one the predicted lesion touches
also the second chest wall.

Discussion
Despite the encouraging results, the pleural lesion scoring task is far from
being solved. We believe this is due to various factors. On the one hand,
the border between the two chest walls is crucial for the final classification.
This can be observed from the fourth column of the confusion matrix in
Fig. 3.11 (b). The most common source of confusion from the model comes
from predicting a wrong border for the chest walls which classifies predicted
lesions as type iv. This kind of failure case is shown in Fig. 3.12 (b). On
the other hand, organic nature of lesions and artefacts is reflected in a high
intra-class appearance variance, including cuts and bruises in tissues and
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Figure 3.13: Top left: different segmentation layers. Top right: correspondence between colours and structure names.
blood staining: this makes the two classes particularly hard to distinguish.

3.2.6

Extension to Lung Lesions Scoring

In this section we explore the extension of the work done to the anatomical
structure of the lungs. Differently from the carcass, lungs are highly irregular
and volumetric structures and cannot be easily capture in a single picture.
Still, they have seen an increasing interest because post-mortem lesions
correlate well with a respiratory infection that significantly affects the final
yield of the animal.
The employed approach mimics the one already described above. However, there are some key differences in how results are evaluated. In fact,
for lungs we’re only interested in estimating how much of the structure
is affected by the lesion. This makes it a purely regression task where
classification is not needed anymore. Still, a single pixel can belong to
multiple structures.
Fig 3.13 shows the classes of interest for this task. While in theory
only lung and lesion are requested, lobe is included as the total area of the
lung changes accordingly to the presence of lobes (which are in fact the
projection of a 3D structure in the image).
Please note that the employed CNN is the same as before, with the only
difference of the final rule-base classifier, which is not included for this
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regression task. The output of this model is therefore a three-channel image
where each value falls in the [0, 1] range. This encodes the probability of
each pixel to belong to that specific class. We perform an extensive data
augmentation on input/output pairs which includes random translation,
rotation, sheer and HSV change.
For this task a new dataset was collected and annotated by two experts.
Dataset statistics are reported in Table 3.5. The experts were asked to keep
an equilibrium between pathological (lungs affected by a lesion, regardless
of the size of it) and healthy (lungs without any lesions) images. The test
set is purposely perfectly balanced.
Segmentation results have been scored with the following metric:
• If the image was annotated as healthy, score 1 if and only if the
prediction has no pixels assigned to the lesion class;
• If the image was annotated as pathological, score 1 if and only if the
IoU between predicted and annotated lesions is greater than 25%;
After 24k iterations our best model scores 85% accuracy according to
the above presented metric. This is still an ongoing research and as such
these are to be considered preliminary results. Still, it’s a promising start
for this novel task.
Visual Results Analysis
We report here a detailed analysis of the images from the test set. For all
the figures in this section:
• The first two rows present the input images;
• the middle two rows are the targets;
Table 3.5: Number of images annotated for each class (pathological and
healthy), in each dataset split.
Healthy Pathological total
Train Set
Test Set

3113
50

3884
50
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100
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• the last two rows are the predictions.
Figure 3.14 reports results for images from the healthy class only (no lesion
label is present the targets). In only a single case (fourth image from the
left on last row) out of 16 our model predicts a non-existent lesion. This is
located in a lobe which is hidden from the light by the main lung. This
dark colour may have triggered the lesion class. It can also be appreciated
how the general shape of the lung is correctly predicted, although some
holes are still present. A lobe is falsely detected in the third image from
right in the last row. In this case, a structure which could be described as
a lobe is indeed present. This may be an annotation error.
Figure 3.15 reports results for images from both classes (no lesion label is present on the first two targets). Again, a darker area in the first
image triggers a lesion annotation. For the pathological images, a lesion
is always correctly predicted and located, although the extension is often
overestimated. The lobe classes are almost always correctly found (with
the exception of a small one in the fifth image from left in the last row). It
can be appreciated how the network can successfully deal with abnormal
lung shapes, such as the second and third images in the last row.

Figure 3.16 reports results for images from the pathological class only.
Lesions are correctly identified and placed. Lung’s areas are in many cases
overestimated and fragmented here. Adding a constraint over the learning
process to avoid this is a possible future work.
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Figure 3.14: Results for lung lesions(I). The input images are shown in
the top two rows. Ground truth annotations follow, while predictions are
depicted in the bottom two rows.
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Figure 3.15: Results for lung lesions(II). The input images are shown in
the top two rows. Ground truth annotations follow, while predictions are
depicted in the bottom two rows.
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Figure 3.16: Results for lung lesions(III). The input images are shown in
the top two rows. Ground truth annotations follow, while predictions are
depicted in the bottom two rows.
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3.3
3.3.1

Multi-Views Embedding for
Cattle Re-identification
Author’s main contributions

The main author’s contributions for this research are:
• the collection and annotation of a consistent portion of the data;
• the implementation of the data pipeline to convert data and annotation in training samples;
• the implementation of the deep learning algorithm to score pathological lesions;
• the implementation of the competitors’ methods on the proposed
dataset;

3.3.2

Introduction

Animal Re-identification shares some of the aims of the human task, while
also including new challenges. The identification process represents a pillar
for national and international trade, especially for animals representing
crucial economic assets. Furthermore, it is a method for validating the
quality and the "authenticity" of the animal being traded. Similarly, for
animals supplying products intended for human consumption, the animal
identity and the traceability along the entire value chain are prerequisites
for the certification of the quality and the safeness of the product for
final consumers. In fact, as some of these animals may host and transmit
pathogens, a monitoring system is essential to avoid the spread of such
diseases to humans and animals and it is necessary to easily identify and
track the origin of infected products. Finally, stock theft represents an issue
that often outbreaks into a social challenge in developing countries. As an
example, India reported almost ten thousand cattle thefts in 2015 while
the number of horse theft has grown past forty thousand world wide [2].
On the other hand, re-identification systems for pets has seen some
interest in the computer vision community [93], mainly aiming to retrieving
lost "family members".
Finally, re-identification systems may represent an opportunity for
safeguarding endangered species, acting as a crucial aid for studying wildlife
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and for conservation actions. For such animals, traditional identification
systems make use of electronic chips placed in collars and require the
animal to be captured and immobilised at least once. Such practice may be
unfeasible for aggressive or elusive species, and typically requires GSM or
satellite transmitters, the latters being very expensive and often impractical.
Again, only few noticeable novel and unobtrusive methods [25], [26], [96]
have been proposed, mainly due to the lack of large datasets publicly
available.
Cattle Re-identification Motivations
The number of cattle in Europe in 2016 stood at almost 122 million, of
which 23.3 million were dairy cows [3], and the number is growing past
1400 million in the world based on the latest surveys [1]. Although efficient
identification and re-identification systems already exists, it is mandatory
to develop new tools that can support the existing ones not only to ensure
milk and meat safeness, but also to avoid kidnappings and counterfeits
while improving animal health and animal welfare. Nowadays, the following
methods are employed:
• RFID subcutaneous chips or rumen bolus, which can be read using a
dedicated electronic reader;
• Ear tags, holding the animal identification number according to the
country legislation format;
• Brand code, marked on the animal skin and used as a traditional
identification system mainly in developing countries.
Authors from [30] reported further details on RFID and electronic identification system for cattle in the US market, while the reader may refer to [16]
for an extensive review of cattle identification systems worldwide.
Machine Learning Motivations and Insights
The methods reported above suffer from major drawbacks. In particular,
the use of RFID devices entails a significant cost for farmers of developing
countries, because of the installation fees and the need of electronic readers
during re-identification procedures. Moreover, they may, sometimes, have
a impact on animal welfare. On the other hand, ear tags are cheaper to
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buy but can be easily counterfeited or even removed through ear excision,
beside being often lost by the animal itself. Consequently, there is room
and a strong need to develop new methods with the following requirements:
• Cheap for both installation and maintenance, including the supporting
hardware;
• Able to be easily and rapidly used in real scenarios, as instance in
the field or in a stable;
• Hard to be counterfeited or removed.
Re-identification based on images holds all these properties, and can be
exploited using the latest techniques and advances from Deep Learning
and Computer Vision. Differently from traditional machine learning, deep
learning techniques do not require any human hand-crafted features as they
learn those representations directly from data, identifying features that may
be more robust to pose or backgrounds variations as well as illumination
changes. This is especially needed for cattle, since it is not easy to obtain
images with a predefined pose of the animal, as it tends to move constantly
while roaming or eating.
While for humans it is widely recognised that the face holds a great
importance for visual identification purposes, in the animal kingdom a
similar certainty still lacks, as almost no studies for this specific task have
been conducted yet. Cattle present a high inter-breed variance in both
body proportions and skin textures. On one hand, this makes fairly easy to
distinguish cows of different breeds even for novices, on the other hand, due
to the genetic selection made by humans in the past centuries and even more
in the last decades, cows present a lower inter-breed variance compared
to humans. However, despite this quite high degree of inbreeding, many
cow breeds hold a unique texture pattern that is different from animal to
animal, while also behaviour and social interaction contribute with marks,
scratches and other defects that remain evident on the animal skin.
In this work we used pictures of the head of cows taken from different
angles of rotation and inclination, essentially for the following reasons:
• The head of a cow shows a sufficient characteristic set of textures,
shapes and patches. Even for texture-less breeds (such as the Bruna
Alpina), the presence of horns and their length or the fur colour
contributes to this variety. Furthermore, [38] showed how cattle face
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muscles are sufficiently developed to exhibit different facial expression,
that may be used to distinguish one from another.
• Most of our images have been collected in farms with cows restrained
during veterinary procedures, and only the head is easily accessible;
• Pictures of the full cow would introduce variance in both the animal
pose and the background and could possibly require even more images
of the same animal to perform the re-identification task.
Furthermore, an approach based on "facial" images could be compared
with the current literature available on human re-identification.
Main contributions and Novelties
The contributions of this research are two-fold. Firstly, we provide a
deep learning based framework for cattle re-identification. Secondly, we
demonstrate how the use of multiple views of the same cow leads to superior
performance w.r.t. standard approaches, the latter typically using only the
front view image of the subject.

3.3.3

Proposed Method

In order to leverage the textures and details of both cattle profiles (i.e. the
frontal and one of the two sides), we built an embedding DCNN starting
from two images of the same cow.
At a high level, the network takes in input the two images and subsequently outputs a 128 dimensional embedding with unitary L2 norm.
More in detail, each of the two images is independently processed by a
separate convolutional branch, and their outputs are concatenated to form
a single feature vector. It is worth noting that the two branches do not
share any parameter, since different features may be required for the two
animal profiles.
Our multi-view network has been designed by means of two building
blocks:
• ConvBlock: A single Convolutional layer followed by InstanceNorm
[137] and LReLU activation, reducing the feature maps’ spatial resolution by a half;
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• ResBlock: A residual unit [44] with LReLU activation, preserving
the spatial resolution.
A scheme of these blocks is shown in Figure 3.17.
Instead of using the more popular batch normalisation, we address the
internal covariate shift problem by means of instance normalisation. Indeed,
with the second, we observed improvements in terms of stability during
the training phase. The network ends with a single 2D Convolution, with
kernel size equals the feature map size and number of filters equals to the
desired embedding size (i.e. 128). In this way, each input map is reduced
to a single scalar value, leading to a fully convolutional architecture. The
overall architecture is presented in Figure 3.18.
We employed the Histogram Loss from [140] as the only loss function
of our architecture, which is an alternative to the widely used triplet loss.
After a batch of anchors, positives and negatives is embedded into a highdimensional space by a deep network, the loss computes the histograms
of similarities of positive and negative pairs. The integral of the product
between the negative distribution and the cumulative density function for
the positive distribution is evaluated, corresponding to a probability that
a randomly sampled positive pair has smaller similarity than a randomly
sampled negative pair. We performed extensive comparison using the triplet
loss function described in [114], but found the latter more unstable during
the train phase.

3.3.4

Dataset

A potential drawback in the use of Deep Learning methods is that a huge
amount of pictures depicting cows’ heads is required to achieve reasonable
performances on unseen examples. Furthermore, the training set should
include a great variety of poses, illumination changes and background for
each subject, with the acquisition process spanning potentially in multiple
days. However, to the best of our knowledge, such a dataset still does not
exist for cows’ faces. Thus, we collected pictures and video of cattle from
four Italian farms distributed in three regions. We collected videos and
extracted images from those for the training process, while employing only
images for the test phases. We leveraged the Vatic tool [142] to annotate
the cows’ faces with a bounding box for each frame. Finally, we discarded
some of the extracted frames aiming to ensure a high inter-frames variance.
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Figure 3.17: Base blocks used in our architectures.

Figure 3.18: Our multi-views architecture. Note that CB stands for ConvBlock, while RB for ResidualBlock, as described in Figure 3.17
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Such activity is required since the animal usually moves slowly during
video acquisition, introducing a lot of redundancy if all the frames are kept.
Moreover, a traditional setting for the re-identification task consists of few
different pictures per single identity. Following the widely adopted split
strategy for re-identification, we obtained the following splits:
• Train Set; consisting of 12952 pictures from 387 different subjects;
• Database Set; consisting of 4289 pictures from 52 different subjects,
recorded during two different days. This set is used to match identity
from the test set;
• Test Set; consisting of 561 pictures from 52 different subjects. These
cows are the same included in the Database Set;
Some random samples from the last two sets are shown in Table 3.6. It
is worth noting that, given an image, one cannot make any assumptions
regarding the cow’s face location and orientation. Moreover, because of the
oblong shape of cow faces, any alignment would lead to part of the cow face
being cropped. Finally, only few landmarks detectors work on animal faces
[103], but they need to be fine-tuned on the animal domain, thus requiring
expensive landmark annotations.

3.3.5

Experiments

Metrics
Following [26] and [71], we test our solution in two different settings:
• Open-Set: Identities of the test images are included in the training
set.
• Closed-Set: Identities of the test images are separated from the
training set ones.
Regarding the last, we consider it as more challenging and general, being
also able to provide a good estimation of the generalisation capacity of the
proposed model. For both settings, we conducted the same experiment,
namely the Identification. Given images and correspondent ground-truth
identities from a test set, the matching strategy returns the k nearest
neighbours from the database set. It is worth noting that the above
mentioned "matching strategy" can be implemented by every classifier.
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Table 3.6: Some randomly drawn samples from our dataset.
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Baselines
We include both deep and non-deep baselines to further present and motivate
the main challenges of this novel task. For non-deep baselines, we include
methods traditionally employed by the computer vision community for
the human re-identification task. The reason behind this choice is not
only to emphasise the differences between the human related task and the
cattle one, but also because the great majority of them are provided as
open-source verified software with the open-cv [17] package.
The EigenFaces [136] method consists of a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) applied to images of human faces. The first k eigenvectors, sorted by
their respective eigenvalues magnitudes, can be seen as prototypes used to
build the data. Test images can then be projected to extract k coefficients,
each one describing how much a prototype contributes to the image.
FisherFaces [11] extends Eigenfaces by means of the Fisher Discriminant
Analysis (FDA), aiming to force multiple images of the same identities to
lie in a nearby region of the subspace. While PCA preserves maximum
variance during the projection, FDA attempts to preserves the discrimination capability at the end of such transformation. Indeed, FDA may be
consider a supervised embedding algorithm, since it finds a projection that
maximises the scatter between classes and minimises scatter within classes.
Thanks to this, the Fisherface method shows superior performances w.r.t.
Eigenfaces under the presence of variation in lighting and expression.
LBPH[97] has been widely used as a texture description. It builds a
circular neighbour with a certain radius for each pixel, and extracts features
based on the relationships between each pixel and its neighbours. The
latter are used to build a histogram, which is then used to describe the
image, and can act as a feature descriptor for a further PCA.
HOG, similarly to LBPH, builds a histogram using neighbours but,
instead of pixels values, the spatial derivatives are employed. The histogram
takes into account both the magnitude and the orientation of the gradients,
with the latter being quantized to contribute to achieving invariance to
orientation.
The authors of SphereFace[71] present a DCNN trained on a large
human faces dataset, achieving state-of-the-art performances in an open-set
setting. The images are firstly aligned and cropped, and a 512-dimensional
feature vector is extracted from the second-last layer of the network. A
classification loss, named Angular Softmax, is proposed: on one hand,
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it requires examples from the same identity to lie nearby on the output
landscape. On the other hand, it forces examples from different identities
to be spaced by a considerable margin, the latter being in the form of an
angle on a hypersphere. As versions of the network pretrained on human
faces are available, results with and without a training phase on cattle are
reported.
It is worth noting that all methods listed above share the same output
representation; in particular a feature vector (embedding) is produced from
a given input image and, as such, the "matching strategy" can be the same
for all of them.
Implementation Details
As far as it regards the train methodology, it is worth noting that:
• For the closed set scenario we train on both the Train and the
Database Set, while for the open set one we train only on the first;
• We pre-processed the images by scaling them to a fixed size (i.e. 224).
• We performed data augmentation by randomly rotating, cropping and
projecting images, while also changing the hue and saturation of the
images. We didn’t perform horizontal flip, as it causes a noticeable
drop in performances. We suspect this is because of the asymmetrical
patterns of cows;
• We employed the Histogram Loss using a batch size of 64 triplets and
200 bins for the histograms. K-NN matching was performed using L2
distance in the embedding space;
• We mined both hard positives and negatives during the training phase.
The former are positives with an embedding extremely far away from
the average embedding of the identity, while the latter are the closer
negatives to the identity in the embedding space;
Results
As shown in Tables 3.7 and 3.8, we compare our results with the baselines
discussed previously. For each method, the hyper-parameters tuning activity
has been conducted using a grid-search strategy. For the identification
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Top1
Top3

EigenFaces
Open Close
0.227 0.229
0.352 0.354

FisherFaces
Open Close
0.242 0.237
0.345 0.345

LBPH
Open Close
0.263 0.265
0.406 0.415

HOG
Open Close
0.39
0.4
0.522 0.532

Table 3.7: Results for the Identification task (I).

Top1
Top3

SphereFace
Open Close
0.139
0.226
-

SphereFace(cattle)
Open
Close
0.367
0.556
0.46
0.636

Ours
Open Close
0.558 0.817
0.742 0.891

Table 3.8: Results for the Identification task (II).
task, results are reported in terms of Top1 and Top3 match, for both open
and close settings. For every method, KNN (k-nearest neighbours) has
been employed as final classifier, as the it requires no hyper-parameters
grid-search nor supervised training, while also scaling linearly with the
number of identities.
The input of each method is a single image, whereas our proposed
method can be provided with two different profiles images. In order to
enable a fair comparison and to motivate our design choices, results with
only one profile image are reported in subsection 3.3.6.
Looking at results showed in Table 3.8, the following conclusion may be
drawn:
• Methods based on local and stationary property (i.e. LBPH, HOG and
CNNs) achieve better performance than Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces,
which do not implicitly exploit nearby pixel correlations or local
pattern’s presence.
• Deep models trained on cattle performs better than shallow ones.
This may be due to their robustness to different poses and other
major source of variations (i.e background or illumination changes).
• SphereFace, when trained on aligned human faces, does not generalise
to cattle. Such result show how the cattle re-identification task has
nothing to do with the same task in the human domain, differently
from what happen with apes.
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Figure 3.19: Illustration of the K-NN retrievals, computed on two individuals
using a single view or a double view architecture. Input images have been
labelled with blue contour, while green and red have been used respectively
for correct and misclassified examples. Best viewed in colours.

• Our solution outperforms by a consistent margin all the other competitors, including a state-of-the-art human re-identification network
as SphereFace (even if trained from scratch on cattle). Such improvement is achieved by leveraging two different cow profiles, which leads
to a higher discriminative capability for similar subjects.
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Top1
Top3

Single-View
Open Close
0.443 0.688
0.575 0.748

Multi-View
Open Close
0.558 0.817
0.742 0.891

Table 3.9: Comparison between single and multi views methods.

3.3.6

Ablation Study

Multi-view vs Single-view
The results for the Identification task reported in Table 3.9 highlight the
superiority of the multi-view approach over the single-view one. 3.19 shows
some manually selected example where the single-view model fails, while the
multi-view approach effectively fuses features from both views to produce a
more representative and robust embedding vector. This justifies the request
of both views for a single prediction. Indeed, if two cows may have the
same visual appearance under some poses or particular light conditions, on
the other hand this possibility has a lower probability under the presence
of both profiles.
Moreover, cattle usually do not share a symmetry between left and right
profile, as they often present very different spots and patterns. Also for
such reason, the use of two profiles instead of one should be considered
useful to find a meaningful discrepancy between two cows.
Extended Database
In Table 3.10 we report results, in term of accuracy, showing how the use
of the only database set during the test phase leads to better performances
with respect to the union of the train and database sets. However, for
the close set scenario, the drop of performance between the two settings
is much lower w.r.t the open one, highlighting how the network improves
its performance if the animal’s images are available during the train phase.
In this way, such knowledge may be used during the test phase to reject
other subjects with similar patterns or characteristics. To further highlight
the differences in terms of difficulty between the two settings a random
predictor has been included.
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Random3
Top1
Top3

Database Set
Open Close
0.057 0.057
0.558 0.817
0.742 0.891

Extended Set
Open Close
0.006 0.006
0.396 0.732
0.583 0.820

Table 3.10: Comparison with different set during the test phase. Random3
stands for a random predictor scoring 1 if the correct identities lies among
the first 3 prediction.

3.4

Robust Re-Identification by Multiple
Views Knowledge Distillation

subsectionAuthor’s main contributions The main author’s contributions for
this research are:
• the implementation of the data pipeline to convert data and annotation
• the implementation of the teacher network;
• the implementation of the competitors’ methods on the available
datasets;
• the model explanation and several ablation studies.

3.4.1

Introduction

Recent advances on Metric Learning [114, 121, 145, 140] give to researchers
the foundation for computing suitable distance metrics between data points.
In this context, Re-Identification (Re-ID) has greatly benefited in diverse
domains [159, 54, 113], as the common paradigm requires distance measures
exhibiting robustness to variations in background clutter, as well as different
viewpoints. To meet these criteria, various deep learning based approaches
leverage videos to provide detailed descriptions for both query and gallery
items. However, such a setting – known as Video-To-Video (V2V) Re-ID –
does not represent a viable option in many scenarios (e.g. surveillance) [154,
149, 95, 41], where the query comprises a single image (Image-To-Video,
I2V).
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As observed in [41], a large gap in Re-ID performance still exists between
V2V and I2V, highlighting the number of query images as a critical factor
in achieving good results. Contrarily, we advise the learnt representation
should not be heavily affected when few images are shown to the network
(e.g. only one). To bridge such a gap, [41, 13] propose a teacher-student
paradigm, in which the student – in contrast with the teacher – has access
to a small fraction of the frames in the video. Since the student is educated
to mimic the output space of its teacher, it will show higher generalisation
properties than its teacher when a single frame is available. It is noted that
these approaches rely on transferring temporal information: as datasets
often come with tracking annotation, they can guide the transfer from
a tracklet into one of its frames. In this respect, we argue the limits of
transferring temporal information: in fact, it is reasonable to assume a high
correlation between frames from the same tracklet (Fig. 3.20a), which may
potentially underexploit the transfer. Moreover, limiting the analysis to the
temporal domain does not guarantee robustness to variation in background
appearances.
Here, we take a step forward and consider which information to transfer, shifting the paradigm from time to views: we argue that more valuable information arises when ensembling diverse views of the same target (Fig. 3.20c). This information often comes for free, as various datasets [158, 147, 73] provide images capturing the same target from different
camera viewpoints. To support our claim, Fig. 3.20 (right) reports pairwise
distances computed using ResNet-50, when trained on Person and Vehicle
Re-ID. In more detail: matrices from Fig. 3.20b visualise the distances
when tracklets are provided as input, whereas Fig. 3.20d shows the same for
sets of views. As one can see, leveraging different views leads to a more distinctive blockwise pattern: namely, activations from the same identity are
more consistent if compared to the ones computed in the tracklet scenario.
As shown in [135], this reflects a higher capacity to capture the semantics
of the dataset, and therefore a graceful knowledge a teacher can transfer to
a student.
Based on the above, we propose Views Knowledge Distillation (VKD),
which transfers the knowledge lying in several views in a teacher-student
fashion. VKD devises a two-stage procedure, which pins the visual variety
as a teaching signal for a student who has to recover it using fewer views.
We remark the following contributions: i) the student outperforms its
teacher by a large margin, especially in the Image-To-Video setting; ii) a
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MARS

VeRi-776

(a) Two examples of tracklets.

(b) Distances between tracklets
features.

(c) Two examples of multiview sets.

(d) Distances when ensambling views.

Figure 3.20: Visual comparison between tracklets and viewpoints variety,
on person (MARS [158]) and vehicle (VeRi-776 [73]) re-id. Right: pairwise
distances computed using features from ResNet-50. Inputs batches comprise
192 sets from 16 different identities, grouped by ground truth identity along
each axis.

thorough investigation shows that the student focuses more on the target
compared to its teacher and discards uninformative details; iii) importantly,
we do not limit our analysis to a single domain, but instead achieve strong
results on Person, Vehicle and Animal Re-ID.

3.4.2

Method

We purse the aim of learning a function Fθ (S) mapping a set of images
S = (s1 , s2 , ..., sn ) into a representative embedding space. Specifically, S is
a sequence of bounding boxes depicting a target (e.g. a person or a car),
for which we are interested in inferring its corresponding identity. We take
advantage of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for modelling Fθ (S).
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Figure 3.21: An overview of Views Knowledge Distillation (VKD): a student
network is optimised to mimic the behaviour of its teacher using fewer
views.

Here, we look for two distinctive properties, aspiring to representations that
are i) invariant to differences in background and viewpoint and ii) robust
to a reduction in the number of query images. To achieve this, our proposal
frames the training algorithm as a two-stage procedure, as follows:
• First step: the backbone network is trained for the standard VideoTo-Video setting.
• Second step: we appoint it as the teacher and freeze its parameters.
Then, a new network with the role of the student is instantiated. As
depicted in Fig. 3.21, we feed frames representing different views as
input to the teacher and ask the student to mimic the same outputs
from fewer frames.
Teacher Network
Without loss of generality, we will refer to ResNet-50 [44] as the backbone
network, mapping each image si from S to a fixed-size representation di (in
this case D = 2048). Following previous works [81, 41], we initialise the network weights on ImageNet and additionally include a few amendments [81]
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to the architecture. First, we discard both the last ReLU activation function and final classification layer in favour of the BNNeck one [81] (i.e.
batch normalisation followed by a linear layer). Second: to benefit from
fine-grained spatial details, the stride of the last residual block is decreased
from 2 to 1.
Set representation Given a set of images S, several solutions [76, 154,
68] may be assessed for designing the aggregation module, which fuses a
variable-length set of representations d1 , d2 , . . . , dn into a single one. Here,
we naively compute the set-level embedding F(S) through a temporal
average pooling over the representations. While we acknowledge better
aggregation modules exist, we do not place our focus on devising a new
one, but instead on improving the earlier features extractor.
Teacher optimisation We train the base network - which will be the
teacher during the following stage - combining a classification term LCE
(cross-entropy) with the triplet loss LTR 2 . The first can be formulated as:
LCE = −y log ŷ

(3.4)

where y and ŷ represent the one-hot labels (identities) and the output
of the softmax respectively. The second term LTR encourages distance
constraints in feature space, moving closer representations from the same
target and pulling away ones from different targets. Formally:
i

i

i

j

LTR = ln(1 + eD(Fθ (Sa ),Fθ (Sp ))−D(Fθ (Sa ),Fθ (Sn )) ),

(3.5)

where Spi and Snj are the hardest positive and negative for an anchor Sai
within the batch. In doing so, we rely on the batch hard strategy [46] and
include P identities coupled with K samples in each batch. Importantly,
each set S i comprises images drawn from the same tracklet [68, 34].
Views Knowledge Distillation (VKD)
After training the teacher, we propose to enrich its representation capabilities, especially when only a few images are made available to the
2 For the sake of clarity, all the loss terms are referred to one single example. In the
implementation, we extend the penalties to a batch by averaging.
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model. To achieve this, our proposal bets on the knowledge we can gather
from different views, depicting the same object under different conditions.
When facing re-identification tasks, one can often exploit camera viewpoints [158, 106, 73] to provide a larger variety of appearances for the
target identity. Ideally, we would like to teach a new network to recover
such a variety even from a single image. Since this information may not
be inferred from a single frame, this can lead to an ill-posed task. Still,
one can underpin this knowledge as a supervision signal, encouraging the
student to focus on important details and favourably discover new ones.
Views Knowledge Distillation (VKD) stresses this idea by forcing a student
network FθS (·) to match the outputs of the teacher FθT (·). In doing so, we:
i) allow the teacher to access frames SˆT = (ŝ1 , ŝ2 , . . . , ŝN ) from different
viewpoints; ii) force the student to mimic the teacher output starting
from a subset SˆS = (ŝ1 , ŝ2 , . . . , ŝM ) ⊂ SˆT with cardinality M < N (in our
experiments, M = 2 and N = 8). The frames in SˆS are uniformly sampled
from SˆT without replacement. This asymmetry between the teacher and
the student leads to a self-distillation objective, where the latter can achieve
better solutions despite inheriting the same architecture of the former.
To accomplish this, VKD exploits the Knowledge Distillation loss [48]:
LKD = τ 2 KL(yT k yS )

(3.6)

where yT = softmax(hT /τ ) and yS = softmax(hS /τ ) are the distributions
– smoothed by a temperature τ – we attempt to match3 . Since the student
experiences a different task from the teacher one, Eq. 3.6 resembles the
regularisation term imposed by [64] to relieve catastrophic forgetting. In
a similar vein, we intend to strengthen the model in the presence of few
images, whilst not deteriorating the capabilities it achieved with longer
sequences.
In addition to fitting the output distribution of the teacher (Eq. 3.6),
our proposal devises additional constraints on the embedding space learnt
by the student. In details, VKD encourages the student to mirror the
pairwise distances spanned by the teacher. Indicating with DT [i, j] ≡
D(FθT (SˆT [i]), FθT (SˆT [j])) the distance induced by the teacher between the
i-th and j-th sets (the same notation DS [i, j] also holds for the student),
3 Since the teacher parameters are fixed, its entropy is constant and the objective of
Eq. 3.6 reduces to the cross-entropy between yT and yS .
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VKD seeks to minimise:
LDP =

X

(DT [i, j] − DS [i, j])2 ,
(i,j)∈ ( )

(3.7)

B
2

where B equals the batch size. Since the teacher has access to several
viewpoints, we argue that distances spanned in its space yield a powerful
description of corresponding identities. From the student perspective,
distances preservation provides additional semantic knowledge. Therefore,
this holds an effective supervision signal, whose optimisation is made more
challenging since fewer images are available to the student.
Even though VKD focuses on self-distillation, we highlight that both LKD
and LDP allow to match models with different embedding size, which would
not be viable under the minimisation performed by [41]. As an example, it
is still possible to distill ResNet-101 (D = 2048) into MobileNet-V2 [112]
(D = 1280).
Student optimisation The VKD overall objective combines the distillation terms (LKD and LDP ) with the ones optimised by the teacher - LCE
and LTR - that promote higher conditional likelihood w.r.t. ground truth
labels. To sum up, VKD aims at strengthening the features of a CNN in
Re-ID settings through the following optimisation problem:
argmin

LVKD ≡ LCE + LTR + αLKD + βLDP ,

(3.8)

θS

where α and β are two hyperparameters balancing the contributions to the
total loss LVKD . We conclude with a final note on the student initialisation:
we empirically found beneficial to start from the teacher weights θT except
for the last convolutional block, which is reinitialised according to the
ImageNet pretraining. We argue this represents a good compromise between
exploring new configurations and exploiting the abilities already achieved
by the teacher.

3.4.3

Experiments

Evaluation Protocols
We indicate the query-gallery matching as x2x, where both x terms are
features that can be generated by either a single (I) or multiple frames
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(V). In the Image-to-Image (I2I) setting features extracted from a query
set image are matched against features from individual images in the
gallery. This protocol – which has been amply employed for person Re-ID
and face recognition – has a light impact in terms of resources footprint.
However, a single image captures only a single view of the identity, which
may not be enough for identities exhibiting multi-modal distributions.
Contrarily, the Video-to-Video (V2V) setting enables to capture and
combine different modes in the input, but with a significant increase in the
number of operations and memory. Finally, the Image-to-Video (I2V)
setting [162, 163, 72, 146, 74] represents a good compromise: building the
gallery may be slow, but it is often performed offline. Moreover, matchings
perform extremely fast, as a query comprise only a single image. We remark
that i) We adopt the standard “Cross Camera Validation” protocol, not
considering examples of the gallery from the same camera of the query
at evaluation and ii) even if VKD relies on frames from different camera
during training, we strictly adhere to the common schema and switch to
tracklet-based inputs at evaluation time.
Evaluation Metrics
While settings vary between different datasets, evaluation metrics for ReIdentification are shared by the vast majority of works in the field. In the
followings, we report performance in terms of top-k accuracy and Mean
Average Precision (mAP). By combining them, we evaluate VKD both in
terms of accuracy and ranking performance.

3.4.4

Datasets

Person Re-ID: MARS [158] comprises 19680 tracklets from 6 different
cameras, capturing 1260 different identities (split between 625 for the
training set, 626 for the gallery and 622 for the query) with 59 frames
per tracklet on average. MARS has shown to be a challenging dataset
because it has been automatically annotated, leading to errors and false
detections [159]. The Duke [106] dataset was first introduced for multitarget and multi-camera surveillance purposes, and then expanded to include
person attributes and identities (414 ones). Consistently with [41, 120, 68,
87], we use the Duke-Video-ReID [147] variant, where identities have
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been manually annotated from tracking information4 . It comprises 5534
video tracklets from 8 different cameras, with 167 frames per tracklet on
average. Following [41], we extract the first frame of every tracklet when
testing in the I2V setting, for both MARS and Duke.
Vehicle Re-ID: VeRi-776 [73] has been collected from 20 fixed cameras,
capturing vehicles moving on a circular road in a 1.0 km2 area. It contains
18397 tracklets with an average number of 6 frames per tracklet, capturing
775 identities split between train (575) and gallery (200). The query set
shares identities consistently with the gallery, but differently from the
other two sets it includes only a single image for each couple (id, camera).
Consequently, all recent methods perform the evaluation following the I2V
setting.
Animal Re-ID: The Amur Tiger [62] Re-Identification in the Wild
(ATRW) is a recently introduced dataset collected from a diverse set of wild
zoos. The training set includes 107 subjects and 17.6 images on average
per identity; no information is provided to aggregate images into tracklets.
It is possible to evaluate only the I2I setting through a remote http server.
As done in [67], we horizontally flip the training images to duplicate the
number of identities available, thus resulting in 214 training identities.
Implementation details
Following [46, 68] we adopt the following hyperparameters for MARS and
Duke: i) each batch contains P = 8 identities with K = 4 samples each; ii)
each sample comprises 8 images equally spaced in a tracklet. Differently, for
image-based datasets (ATRW and VeRi-776) we increase P to 18 and use a
single image at a time. All the teacher networks are trained for 300 epochs
using Adam [55], setting the learning rate to 10−4 and multiplying it by 0.1
every 100 epochs. During the distillation stage, we feed N = 8 images to
the teacher and M = 2 ones (picked at random) to the student. We found
it beneficial to train the student longer: so, we set the number of epochs to
500 and the learning rate decay steps at 300 and 450. We keep fixed τ = 10
(Eq. 3.6), α = 10−1 and β = 10−4 (Eq. 3.8) in all experiments. To improve
generalisation, we apply data augmentation as described in [81]. Finally,
we put the teacher in training mode during distillation (consequently, batch
4 In the following, we refer to Duke-Video-ReID simply as Duke. Another variant of
Duke named Duke-ReID exists [107], but it does not come with query tracklets.
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Figure 3.22: Performance (mAP) in the Image-To-Video setting when
changing at evaluation time the number of frames in each gallery tracklet.

normalisation [52] statistics are computed on a batch basis): as observed
in [8], this provides more accurate teacher labels.
Self-Distillation
In this section we show the benefits of self-distillation for person and
vehicle re-id. We indicate the teacher with the name of the backbone (e.g.
ResNet-50) and append “VKD” for its student (e.g. ResVKD-50). To
validate our ideas, we do not limit the analysis on ResNet-*; contrarily,
we test self-distillation on DenseNet-121 [49] and MobileNet-V2 1.0X [112].
Since learning what and where to look represents an appealing property
when dealing with Re-ID tasks [34], we additionally conduct experiments
on ResNet-50 coupled with Bottleneck Attention Modules [98] (ResNet50bam).
Table 3.11 reports the comparisons for different backbones: in the vast
majority of the settings, the student outperforms its teacher. Such a finding
is particularly evident when looking at the I2V setting, where the mAP
metric gains 4.04% on average. The same holds for the I2I setting on
VeRi-776, and in part also on V2V. We draw the following remarks: i) in
accordance with the objective the student seeks to optimise, our proposal
leads to greater improvements when few images are available; ii) bridging
the gap between I2V and V2V does not imply a significant information
loss when more frames are available; on the contrary it sometimes results
in superior performance; iii) the previous considerations hold true across
different architectures. As an additional proof, plots from Figure 3.22
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Table 3.11: Self-Distillation results across datasets, settings and architectures.
MARS
I2V
V2V
cmc1 mAP cmc1 mAP
ResNet-34
80.81 70.74 86.67 78.03
ResVKD-34
82.17 73.68 87.83 79.50
ResNet-50
82.22 73.38 87.88 81.13
ResVKD-50
83.89 77.27 88.74 82.22
ResNet-101
82.78 74.94 88.59 81.66
ResVKD-101
85.91 77.64 89.60 82.65
ResNet-50bam 82.58 74.11 88.54 81.19
ResVKD-50bam 84.34 78.13 89.39 83.07
DenseNet-121
82.68 74.34 89.75 81.93
DenseVKD-121 84.04 77.09 89.80 82.84
MobileNet-V2
78.64 67.94 85.96 77.10
MobileVKD-V2 83.33 73.95 88.13 79.62

Duke
I2V
V2V
cmc1 mAP cmc1 mAP
81.34 78.70 93.45 91.88
83.33 80.60 93.73 91.62
82.34 80.19 95.01 94.17
85.61 83.81 95.01 93.41
83.76 82.89 96.01 94.73
86.32 85.11 95.44 93.67
82.48 80.24 94.87 93.82
86.18 84.54 95.16 93.45
82.91 80.26 93.73 91.73
86.47 84.14 95.44 93.54
78.06 74.73 93.30 91.56
83.76 80.83 94.30 92.51

VeRi-776
I2I
I2V
cmc1 mAP cmc1 mAP
92.97 70.30 93.80 75.01
95.29 75.97 94.76 79.02
93.50 73.19 93.33 77.88
95.23 79.17 95.17 82.16
94.28 74.27 94.46 78.20
95.53 80.62 96.07 83.26
93.33 72.73 93.80 77.14
96.01 78.67 95.71 81.57
91.24 69.24 91.84 74.52
94.34 76.23 93.80 79.76
88.80 64.68 89.81 69.90
92.85 70.93 92.61 75.27

draw a comparison between models before and after distillation. VKD
improves metrics considerably on all three datasets, as highlighted by the
bias between the teachers and their corresponding students. Surprisingly,
this often applies when comparing lighter students with deeper teachers: as
an example, ResVKD-34 scores better than even ResNet-101 on VeRi-776,
regardless of the number of images sampled for a gallery tracklet.

Comparison with State-Of-The-Art
Image-To-Video Tables 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 report a thorough comparison with current state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods, on MARS, Duke and
VeRi-776 respectively. As common practice [41, 10, 102], we focus our analysis on ResNet-50, and in particular on its distilled variants ResVKD-50
and ResVKD-50bam. Our method clearly outperforms other competitors,
with an increase in mAP w.r.t. top-scorers of 6.3% on MARS, 8.6% on
Duke and 5% on VeRi-776. This result is totally in line with our goal of
conferring robustness when just a single image is provided as query. In
doing so, we do not make any task-specific assumption, thus rendering our
proposal easily applicable to both person and vehicle Re-ID.
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Table 3.12: MARS I2V
Method

top1

top5

mAP

P2SNet[144]
Zhang[154]
XQDA[65]
TKP[41]
STE-NVAN[68]
NVAN[68]
MGAT[10]
ResVKD-50
ResVKD-50bam

55.3
56.5
67.2
75.6
80.3
80.1
81.1
83.9
84.3

72.9
70.6
81.9
87.6
92.2
93.2
93.5

54.9
65.1
68.8
70.2
71.8
77.3
78.1

Table 3.13: Duke I2V
Method

top1

top5

mAP

STE-NVAN[68]
TKP[41]
NVAN[68]
ResVKD-50
ResVKD-50bam

42.2
77.9
78.4
85.6
86.2

93.9
94.2

41.3
75.9
76.7
83.8
84.5

Video-To-Video Analogously, we conduct experiments on the V2V setting and report results in Table 3.15 (MARS) and Table 3.16 (Duke)5 . Here,
VKD yields the following results: on the one hand, on MARS it pushes a
baseline architecture as ResVKD-50 close to NVAN and STE-NVAN [68],
the latter being tailored for the V2V setting. Moreover – when exploiting
spatial attention modules (ResVKD-50bam) – it establishes new SOTA
results, suggesting that a positive transfer occurs when matching tracklets
also. On the other hand, the same does not hold true for Duke, where
exploiting video features as in STA [34] and NVAN appears rewarding. We
leave the investigation of further improvements on V2V to future works.
As of today, our proposal is the only one guaranteeing consistent and stable
5 Since VeRi-776 does not include any tracklet information in the query set, following
all other competitors we limit experiments to the I2V setting only.
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Table 3.14: VeRi-776 I2V
Method

top1

top5

mAP

PROVID[74]
VFL-LSTM[4]
RAM[72]
VANet[21]
PAMTRI[129]
SAN[102]
PROVID-BOT[74]

76.8
88.0
88.6
89.8
92.9
93.3
96.1

91.4
94.6
96.0
92.9
97.1
97.9

48.5
59.2
61.5
66.3
71.9
72.5
77.2

ResVKD-50
ResVKD-50bam

95.2
95.7

98.0
98.0

82.2
81.6

Table 3.15: MARS V2V
Method

top1

top5

mAP

DuATN[120]
TKP[41]
CSACSE+OF[20]
STA[34]
STE-NVAN[68]
NVAN[68]
ResVKD-50
ResVKD-50bam

81.2
84.0
86.3
86.3
88.9
90.0
88.7
89.4

92.5
93.7
94.7
95.7
96.1
96.8

67.7
73.3
76.1
80.8
81.2
82.8
82.2
83.1

results under both I2V and V2V settings.
Analysis of VKD
In the absence of camera information.
Here, we address the setting where we do not have access to camera
information. As an example, when dealing with animal re-id this information
is often lacking and datasets come with images and labels solely: can VKD
still provide any improvement? We think so, as one can still exploit the
visual diversity lying in a bag of randomly sampled images. To demonstrate
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Table 3.16: Duke V2V
Method

top1

top5

mAP

DuATN[120]
Matiyali[87]
TKP[41]
STE-NVAN[68]
STA[34]
NVAN[68]
ResVKD-50
ResVKD-50bam

81.2
89.3
94.0
95.2
96.2
96.3
95.0
95.2

92.5
98.3
99.3
98.9
98.6

67.7
88.5
91.7
93.5
94.9
94.9
93.4
93.5

Table 3.17: ATRW I2I
Method

top1

top5

mAP

PPbM-a [62]
PPbM-b [62]
NWPU [151]
BRL [69]
NBU [67]
ResNet-101
ResVKD-101

82.5
83.3
94.7
94.0
95.6
92.3
92.0

93.7
93.2
96.7
96.7
97.9
93.5
96.4

62.9
60.3
75.1
77.0
81.6
75.7
77.2

our claim, we test our proposal on Amur Tigers re-identification (ATRW),
which was conceived as an Image-To-Image dataset. During comparisons:
i) since other works do not conform to a unique backbone, here we opt
for ResNet-101; ii) as common practice in this benchmark [67, 69, 151],
we leverage re-ranking [161]. Table 3.17 compares VKD against the top
scorers in the “Computer Vision for Wildlife Conservation 2019” competition.
Importantly, the student ResVKD-101 improves over its teacher (1.5% on
mAP and 2.9% on top5 ) and places second behind [67], confirming its
effectiveness in a challenging scenario. Moreover, we remark that the
top-scorer requires additional annotations - such as body parts and pose
information - which we do not exploit.
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Distilling viewpoints vs time.
Figure 3.23 shows results of distilling knowledge from multiple views against
time (i.e. multiple frames from a tracklet). On one side, as multiple
views hold more “visual variety”, the student builds a more invariant
representation for the identity. On the opposite, a student trained with
tracklets still considerably outperforms the teacher. This shows that, albeit
the visual variety is reduced, our distillation approach still successfully
exploits it.
VKD reduces the camera bias.
As pointed out in [130], the appearance encoded by a CNN is heavily
affected by external factors surrounding the target object (e.g. different
backgrounds, viewpoints, illumination . . . ). In this respect, is our proposal
effective for reducing such a bias? To investigate this aspect, we perform
a camera classification test on both the teacher (e.g. ResNet-34) and the
student network (e.g. ResVKD-34) by fitting a linear classifier on top of
their features, with the aim of predicting the camera the picture is taken
from. We freeze all backbone layers and train for 300 epochs (lr = 10−3 and
halved every 50 epochs). Table 3.18 reports performance on the gallery set
for different teachers and students. To provide a better understanding, we
include a baseline that computes predictions by sampling from the cameras’
prior distribution. As expected: i) the teacher outperforms the baseline,
suggesting it is in fact biased towards background conditions; ii) the student
consistently reduces the bias, confirming VKD encourages the student to
focus on identity features and drops viewpoint-specific information. Finally,
it is noted that time-based distillation does not yield the bias reduction we
observe for VKD.
Can performance of the student be obtained without distillation?
To highlight the advantages of the two-stage procedure above discussed, we
here consider a teacher (ResNet-50) trained using few frames (N = 2) only.
The first two rows of Table 3.19 show the performance achieved by this
baseline (using tracklets and views respectively). Results show that major
improvements come from the teacher-student paradigm we devise (third
row), instead of simply reducing the number of input images available to
the teacher.
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Prior Class.
ResNet-34
ResVKD-34
ResNet-101
ResVKD-101

MARS
0.19
0.61
0.40
0.71
0.51

Duke
0.14
0.73
0.67
0.72
0.70

VeRi-776
0.06
0.55
0.51
0.73
0.68

Table 3.18: Analysis on camera bias, in terms of viewpoint classification
accuracy.

VeRi-776

MARS
77

82
mAP(%)

76
82

76
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Figure 3.23: Comparison between time and viewpoints distillation.

Student explanation.
To further assess the differences between teachers and students, we leverage
GradCam [116] to highlight the input regions that have been considered
paramount for predicting the identity. Figure 3.24 depicts the impact of
VKD for various examples from MARS, VeRi-776 and ATRW. In general, the
student network pays more attention to the subject of interest compared
to its teacher. For person and animal Re-ID, background features are
suppressed (third and last columns) while attention tends to spread to
the whole subject (first and fourth columns). When dealing with vehicle
Re-ID, one can appreciate how the attention becomes equally distributed
on symmetric parts, such as front and rear lights (second, seventh and last
columns).
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Table 3.19: Analysis on different modalities for training the teacher.
MARS
I2V
V2V
cmc1 mAP cmc1 mAP
ResNet-50 Viewpoints (N = 2) 80.05 71.16 84.70 76.99
ResNet-50
Tracklets (N = 2) 82.32 73.69 87.32 79.91
ResVKD-50 Viewpoints (N = 2) 83.89 77.27 88.74 82.22
Input Bags

Duke
I2V
V2V
cmc1 mAP cmc1 mAP
77.21 75.19 89.17 87.70
81.77 80.34 93.73 92.88
85.61 83.81 95.01 93.41

Table 3.20: Ablation study questioning the impact of each loss term.

(students)

ResVKD-50

LCE

LTR

LKL

LDP

ResNet-50 (teacher)
3
3
7
7
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
3
7
3
3
3
3
3

MARS
I2V
V2V
cmc1
mAP
cmc1
mAP
82.22
73.38
87.88
81.13
80.25
71.26
85.71
77.45
84.09 77.37 88.33
82.06
83.54
75.18
88.43
80.77
84.29 76.82
88.69
81.82
83.89
77.27 88.74 82.22

Duke
I2V
V2V
cmc1
mAP
cmc1
mAP
82.34
80.19
95.01
94.17
82.62
81.03
94.73
93.29
84.90
83.56
95.30
93.79
83.90
82.34
94.30
92.97
85.33
83.45 95.44 93.90
85.61 83.81 95.01
93.41

VeRi-776
I2I
I2V
cmc1
mAP
cmc1
mAP
93.50
73.19
93.33
77.88
92.61
70.06
92.31
74.82
95.29 79.35 95.29 82.26
95.41 78.01
95.17
81.32
94.40
77.41
94.87
80.93
95.23
79.17
95.17
82.16

Cross-Distillation.
Differently from other approaches [13, 41], VKD is not confined to selfdistillation, but instead allows the knowledge transfer from a complex
architecture (e.g. ResNet-101) into a simpler one, such as MobileNet-V2 or
ResNet-34 (cross-distillation). Here, drawing inspirations from the model
compression area, we attempt to reduce the network complexity but, at the
same time, increase the profit we already achieve through self-distillation.
In this respect, Table 3.21 shows results of cross-distillation, for various
combinations of a teacher and a student. It appears that better the teacher,
better the student: as an example, ResVKD-34 gains an additional 3% mAP
on Duke when educated by ResNet-101 rather than “itself”.

On the impact of loss terms.
We perform a thorough ablation study (Table 3.20) on the student loss
(Eq. 3.8). It is noted that leveraging ground truth solely (second row) hurts
performance. Differently, best performance for both metrics are obtained
exploiting teacher signal (from the third row onward), with particular
emphasis to LDP , which proves to be a fundamental component.
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input
teacher
student
student teacher input

Figure 3.24: Model explanation via GradCam[116] on ResNet-50 (teacher)
and ResVKD-50 (student). The student favours visual details characterising
the target, discarding external and uninformative patterns.

Distilling viewpoints vs time: impact on camera bias.
As previously discussed, limiting the teacher-student transfer to the temporal axis does not explicitly encourage invariance and robustness to different viewpoints. This can be investigated with the same approach presented
above. To further prove such a claim, we again measure the camera bias
lying in high-level features, in the same manner as described before. This
time, though, we focus on a student accessing fewer frames from the same
tracklet, thus being educated to capture time information solely. Table 3.22
compares this strategy (third row) with our proposal (fourth row), which
instead forces the transfer at viewpoint level. As expected: i) time-based
distillation performs similarly to the teacher, confirming its poor ability to
confer robustness to shifts in background appearance; ii) as advocated by
our work, a student shows a lower camera bias when trained on different
viewpoints instead of using temporal information only.
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Table 3.21: Measuring the benefit of VKD for cross-architecture transfer.
Student

(#params)

ResNet-34

(21.2M)

ResNet-50

(23.5M)

MobileNet-V2

(2.2M)

Teacher

(#params)

ResNet-34 (21.2M)
ResNet-50 (23.5M)
ResNet-101 (42.5M)
ResNet-50 (23.5M)
ResNet-101 (42.5M)
MobileNet-V2 (2.2M)
ResNet-101 (42.5M)

MARS
I2V
cmc1 mAP
82.17 73.68
83.08 75.45
83.43 75.47
83.89 77.27
84.49 77.47
83.33 73.95
83.38 74.72

Duke
I2V
cmc1 mAP
83.33 80.60
84.05 82.61
85.75 83.65
85.61 83.81
85.90 84.34
83.76 80.83
83.76 81.36

VeRi-776
I2V
cmc1 mAP
94.76 79.02
95.05 80.05
94.87 80.41
95.17 82.16
95.41 82.99
92.61 75.27
93.03 76.38

Student explanation - other examples.
Previously, we investigated which regions the student focuses on, showing
that it pays higher attention to foreground details when compared to its
teacher. We observe that this happens systematically, especially when
dealing with person Re-ID. Figure 3.25 reports additional comparisons
between the explanations provided by the teacher and its student on DukeVideo-ReID [147].
Error Analysis
We provide here some visual examples of the errors of our method and try
to investigate their nature. With reference to the Video-To-Video setting
on MARS [158], our model (ResVKD-50) misidentifies 223 out of 1980
top-1 matchings. From an analysis computed on top of these 223 cases,
Table 3.22: Analysis on camera bias – in terms of viewpoint classification
accuracy – for different methods. We indicate with “ResTKD-50” a student
restricted to time information solely.

Prior Class.
ResNet-50 (teacher)
ResTKD-50 (time-based distillation)
ResVKD-50 (viewpoints-based distillation)
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MARS
0.19
0.74
0.69
0.49

Duke
0.14
0.76
0.76
0.69
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input
teacher
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Figure 3.25: Model explanation (Duke-Video-ReID) on ResNet-50 (teacher)
and ResVKD-50 (student).

we identify four different categories of errors. We also asked two external
researchers to annotate the errors according to these four classes as follows:
• True errors: the network associates the query to a wrong identity
from the gallery set (Figure 3.26a). This often happens when similar
clothes and appearances between the two identities fool the network.
Out of 223, 103 (46.2%) were identified as true errors;
• Wrong ID Annotations: the ground truth indicates that the network associates the query to a wrong identity from the gallery set.
However – for a limited set of queries – this does not hold true when
visually inspecting the gallery identity. This is due to annotation
errors, probably caused by a drift in the tracker (Figure 3.26b). Out
of 223, 29 (13.0%) were identified as true errors;
• Couples of People: some crops depict more than one subject (e.g.
two) but only one can be associated with the tracklet id (Figure 3.26c).
Out of 223, 37 (16.6%) were identified as errors involving frames
with more than one person;
• Misleading Distractors: cases in which the subject has been correctly identified, but the gallery tracklet was erroneously indicated as
a distractor. Again, because this set has not been manually checked,
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some distractors are valid as they depict people (Figure 3.26d). Out
of 223, 54 (24.2%) were identified as misleading distractors;
It is worth noting that the presence of the last three types of errors places
a limit on the maximum score a method can obtain.

3.4.5

Bridging the domain gap

This research was inspired by the results obtained on cattle’s re-id. However,
it has evolved to include a strong distillation technique which could be used
also in the original domain. An approach similar to the one presented here
could be applied on cattle re-id to further improve the performance of the
model presented in Section3.3. Furthermore, this approach overcomes the
limit of using a pair of view and can be applied to the more general setting
of a set. Again, this feature is not limited to the domains presented in this
chapter but it can instead generalise to others, provided enough images per
identity are available.
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(a) True Errors.

(d) Misleading Distractors.

Figure 3.26: Different categories of errors on MARS. While almost half
of them can be attributed to our method misidentifying between similar
appearances (a), the other half are due to the automatic annotation process.
In particular, wrong annotation caused by tracking drift (b), more than
one identity in the same tracklet (c) and misleading distractors (d).

Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future
Works
In this thesis, we aimed to apply Deep Learning approaches and techniques
to different topics in livestock farming and the food production chain. In
general, when enough data is available (or is available to be collected)
research has been proved fruitful. While the research impact of this work
is noticeable, the industrial application still lags. This is due to both the
long manual data collection time and the lack of expertise in bringing
the developed solution into a production environment. Still, the house’s
foundations are now well in place, which opens the doors to a set of potential
successful and remunerative applications. In the following, we include a list
of possible future works, grouped by topic. Some of them have a pronounced
academia scope, while others are more practical and industry oriented.

4.1

Pigs Detection and Tracking

We present a detection-tracking-behaviour pipeline for long-term behaviour
changes of individual pigs in an indoor pen. This analysis is powered by
our new large pig dataset which includes annotations for various tasks. The
conclusions drawn from the aggregated data match the expectations of
experts and prove our claim that collective behaviour statistics are accurate,
even though individual frame-level labels may not always be as accurate.
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This is valid not only for actions performed frequently (e.g. lying) but also
for those occurring less often (e.g. eating or drinking). Future improvements
can be envisioned for this task. On the one hand, single components (e.g.
the detection algorithm) could be specialised for the setting. On the other
hand, given that the errors in the different stages of the pipeline compound, a
single end-to-end method for detection-tracking-behaviour is also a possible
future outcome. Another direction for extensions is increasing the number
or breakdown of the behaviour classifications. An even more challenging
future improvement is the analysis of collective behaviours. This requires
high accuracy on all the remaining pieces of the system, to avoid errors
compounding in this final stage. Still, these behaviours are of great interest.
On the industry side, the environment poses some unique challenges to the
integration of the system. Vibrations, light changes and dust can all lower
the quality of the incoming video stream. This can either be solved on the
hardware side (adaptive lens and stabilisation systems), on the software side
(equalisation and stabilisation algorithms) or by the DL methods themselves
(e.g. through data augmentation or synthetic data generation). The final
system could be easily scaled to multiple pens of a farm to give an overall
snapshot of the animals’ welfare.

4.2

Lesion Scoring

We present a large visual dataset for the pixel-level segmentation of swine
carcasses. This dataset includes 4444 images annotated by domain experts
with four anatomical and two anomalous structures. Furthermore, we show
how these annotations can be leveraged to tackle the post-mortem diagnosis
and scoring of pleurisy. Our segmentation-guided method enables much
higher interpretability of the output and outperforms competitive baselines
on an independent test set by a large margin.
Future works on the research side could exploit the same dataset for
the analysis of other diseases of pigs and focus on applying the same
methodology to pathological conditions affecting other anatomical structures
in swine and other livestock. More recent approaches (e.g. based on the
popular Transformer architecture) could also be considered to reduce the
inference time and improve performance.
On the industry side, a production-ready system for lung lesions scoring
is being developed and will be installed in a slaughterhouse in the upcoming
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future. This poses several new challenges. An average slaughterhouse can
process thousands of carcasses per day. This means that not only the
acquisition and processing components must cope with this speed, but also
the reports must be produced with a daily schedule at least. To this end,
recent development in deep network compression and quantisation could be
used to drastically reduce the inference time, without sacrificing too much
on performance.

4.3

Cattle Re-Identification

We propose a Deep Learning base method for cattle re-identification in
unconstrained environments from single and multi-views. We present
extended baseline comparisons both with non-deep and deep methods. We
show that human and cattle re-identification are slightly similar tasks, but
present important and significant differences. Finally, we highlight how a
multi-views method (i.e. a method combining information from multiple
profiles) clearly outperforms both baseline and single-view methods.
On the research side, the proposed method can be improved to work
with a variable number of views by design. This would enable it to scale
natively to video streams (which is a desirable feature for a production-ready
system). Again, segmentation could be introduced to remove background
noise or to make the network more robust to the background’s variations.
On the industry side, quantisation techniques could be considered to deliver
and scale the system. When dealing with multiple concurrent requests, the
number of operations in the network could become a bottleneck. Along with
quantisation, the system could be rendered easy to be deployed in a cluster
environment by leveraging containerisation technologies (e.g. Docker).
The deployed application could then run on mobile devices by sending
requests (either pictures or videos) to a cluster of GPU-powered nodes to
be processed. The proposed network would be employed to retrieve the
identity of the animal and provide the client with information about it.

4.4

People and Vehicles Re-Identification

An effective Re-ID method requires visual descriptors robust to changes
in both background appearances and viewpoints. Moreover, its effectiveness should be ensured even for queries composed of a single image.
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To accomplish these, we propose Views Knowledge Distillation (VKD), a
teacher-student approach where the student observes only a small subset
of input views. This strategy encourages the student to discover better
representations: as a result, it outperforms its teacher at the end of the
training. Importantly, VKD shows robustness on diverse domains (person,
vehicle and animal), surpassing by a wide margin the state of the art in
I2V. Thanks to extensive analysis, we highlight that the student presents a
stronger focus on the target and reduces the camera bias.
The major future work here is to export the teacher-student approach to
new topics. This method is flexible enough to be applied to completely
different topics. The only request is that the input can be degraded to
a subset of itself to provide a lesser version for the student. An example
could be time-series, where the student can learn to mimic the original
series starting from subsampled ones. On the industry side, testing this
technology in a real-world setting presents numerous privacy challenges
when applied to people (and vehicles, since plate numbers can often be
associated with individuals).
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Appendix B

Activities carried out during
the PhD
Here we report research activites carried out during the 3 years of PhD.

Foreign collaborations
• Research Internship at Bayes Centre, the University of Edinburgh
(UK), April - October 2019.
• Research internship at Lyft L5. London (UK), March - September
2020.

Conferences, courses, seminars attended
Conferences
• International Conference on Computer Vision - ICCV, Venice, 2017
• International Conference on Signal-Image Technology and InternetBased Systems - SITIS, Las Palmas, 2018
• European Conference on Computer Vision - ECCV, Glasgow, 2020
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Courses and seminars
• Algoritmi Avanzati - Dr. Mauro Leoncini - September 2017
• Security and quantistic technology: potential uses and risks - Dr.
Enrico Prati, CNR - November 21st, 2017.
• Deep learning technologies: from hardware components to vertical
frameworks - Dr. Piero Altoè, NVIDIA - November 29th, 2017.
• Deep Learning for Fault Prediction - Prof. Roberto Paredes Palacios
- February 2018
• Regularization Methods for Machine Learning Summer School (RegML)
- Prof. Lorenzo Rosasco - June 2018
• Deep Learning for Fault Prediction - Prof. Roberto Paredes Palacios
- February 2018
• Academic English Workshop I - Dr. Silvia Cavalieri - February 2019
• Academic English Workshop II - Dr. Silvia Cavalieri - February 2018
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